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The Great Reunion
Gee, I as sorry not to have been able to
cover that fntastic high school reunion last
week. My g4od friend Cuzin Tuny called me
on Sunday ajid told me all about it. I have al-
so gotten r ports from the local people and
from all izjdications it was a smashing suc-
cess, no m ter which way you looked at it.
That was a wonderful gesture for the
three class members to give $100 each to the
scholarship fund, wasn't it? While everybody
is in the mood to perpetuate the memory of
their high school years it would be a good
idea to make a contribution to make up the
other $200 needed to award the scholarships
for the next five years.
Why not send a check today to Ouida
Jewell for the scholarship fund. You'll never
miss it and it's for such an outstanding
cause.
The Doodletown Pipers
Regrettably I did not get to watch the
performance of the Doodletown Pipers on
TV Tuesday night, but from what I hear
about their performance, you'd better get
your tickets to the show early. The Pipers
will be appearing here during the Banana
Festival under the auspices of the Kentucky
Arts Commission.
The event will be held Friday night,
August 13 at 8 p. m.
And speaking of the Banana Festival,
which I am, I think the program this year
is perhaps one of the best ever assembled.
Take a look at it soon and see if you don't
agree.
But these Doodletown Pipers coming
here is good news for all age groups who en-
joy entertainment, for entertainment's sake.
They sing, dance, clown a little, and just
simply give with a bang-up performance.
From the little previews I saw announc-
iu their Tuesday night appearance I can
say, with some author*: that they're the
very best group ever invited to appear at the
Festival.
And just remember, I've seen the worst
and the best. We owe a lot of thanks to the
Kentucky Arts Commission.
Doing Double Duty
I certainly have enjoyed doing as much
writing as I have here at the News these past
few weeks. This newspaper is like one of my
children; matter of fact it was my first chile.
Nearly 25 years ago when we came here
it was a kind of scrawny, scraggly, under-
nourished little publication that we have
spoon-fed, nursed along and cared for like it
was a rnember of the family.
It has had its ups and downs, but like a
favorite child we have managed to bring it
back to good health when the blood-count
was low.
Just as soon as summer school is over at
Murray we hope to have a bright and eager
staff member who will be able to get around
and do all the things that time has somehow
prohibited Paul and me from doing. I won't
tell you the reporter's name yet, because
we'd rather do it with more fan-fare.
But if you will be as patient and under-
standing as you have always been with the
problems we encounter in publishing the
News, I can assure you that you won't be
sorry.
Our Gal In Rickman
These by-lines you've been seeing "by
Janet Pogue" belong to one swell gal who is
a summer interne from Murray State Univer-
sity at The Hickman Courier. She is a com-
munications major who has not cluttered her
mind with a lot of lofty theory about the
newspaper business.
- In contrast to some journalism gradu-
ates I've known she "identifies" with all
phases of small town life and seems to love
every minute of it.
mmig.m.1=111=••••••••..
About Lucille Adams
About the Banana Festival again I'd like
to tell Lucille (Mrs. Howard) Adams how
much all of us appreciate the great work she
is doing on the Festival for this year.
Efficient as all get out, she never seems
to get ruffled, and seems to be the kind of a
gal who invented diplomagy.
The Festival is fortunate to have her in
such a key position, for she is sitting at the
nerve center of the activities and doing one
swell job of it all.
ONE OF KENTUCKY'h
LETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
'The N•ws ha. won •wards for
•scall•nts every year it has be•n
submitted m jtsdgino contest•.
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READY TO PLAY AT T31E DROP OF A BANANA Is this beloved and famous marimba band REINA DEL EJERCITO. As Wei
on the twin cifies, as the twin cities Cr. on them, ibis marimba group has appeared at five of the eight previous Festivals. They
will be coming back to The Ninth Am111.1111 international Banana Festival, which officially opens on August 12 and lasts for three
days. Tise band will arrive earlier to get local people and visitors in that incomparable fiesta mood.
Jim Stark Getting Overview Crippled Children's
Of South Fulton's Affairs Nurse Coming Here
By Janet Pogue
What goes on through a man's
mind as he faces a new town
and people as one of the men
who will help shape the future
of their town? For Jim Stark,
South Fulton's new city man-
ager, the idea that seems con-
stantly to recur is "go slow."
"1 don't think that you can
Just Jump right in with what
you want done and start tell-
ing the people how to run their
town. You must first study the
situation and get a view of all
the good and bad points.
"In fact, I'll probably spend
the first six months I'm here
acquainting myself with each
department's operations. After
that, if I believe there are
some changes necessary, I may
suggest them. But not until I
know for sure."
Althatigh "he !Moen 4 course
- of caution, Stark, as a young
and intelligent man, is sure to
bring a "reservoir of innova-
tions and new ideas," as he
himself described what any
Jim Stark
new man should bring to a city
be rir to help regulate."Idon't
think that you can Just stand
still, you must constantly be
making plans, doing some-
thing."
(Cont. on page 6)
Pollution Is Everywhere; Now
It's Taken Over County Roads
Pollution in the air, pollu-
tion in the water, and now full-
scale pollution on swell-travel-
ed country road near Fulton
in the form of litter.
And what litter!
Not Just a few beer cans here
and there or a piece,of paper
or two. No sir — the pollutants
on this road were much higher-
classed than that, if you can
call litter bugs high-classed.
They managed to dump, while
Jack Austin, a local farmer,
chased their light green, 1956
Chevrolet truck, one mile's
worth of old carpet, boxes,
glass, wood shavings, and
sticks.
Although he wasn't able to
catch them then, Austin says
he would recognize the truck
anywhere. And, as he put it,
"I was certainly going to be
looking for it."
Within a few hours after they
found the first dumped garbage,
Austin found another load along
the creek bed on his property.
From that load, he was able
to locate a name which led
him to the dumpers.
"They were Just young boys,
so County Judge J. C. "Buck"
Menees advised me to make
them clean un the mess and
warn them never to do it again."
The incident occurred while
Austin was stopped at &tenant's
(Cont. on page 6)
Miss Lillian Jones, senior
nurse consultant for crippled
and handicapped children, will
be in Fulton County this Fri-
day, July 23. She will be at the
Fulton Health Center from 9-11
and in the Fulton County Cen-
ter here in Hickman from 1-3.
All interested people are urged
to consult her.
FOOTBALL BEGINS HERE
All boys interested in play-
ing football with the South Ful-
ton High School should attend
the meeting set for Monday,
July 26. It will be held in the
South Fulton gym at 5:30 p. m.
according to South Fulton foot-
ball coach Terry Beadles.
Hunter Files
For Fulton
Commission
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FDIC Approves Bank
For South Fulton
F. G Cavin, Jr. President of the Farmers Ex-
change Bank of Union City announced today that
the Farmers Exchange Bank has received con-
firmation from the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation to establish a branch in South Ful-
ton, Tennessee. The State Banking Department
had previously given this al.
According to Mr. Cavin, a
bank building will be construct-
ed on a lot between Sears Order
Store and Liberty Super Market
in South Fulton. He added that
the building will be completed
with all possible speed.
A release from the company's
main offices in Union City re-
vealed the bank will be staffed
with South Fulton people at
every level. An advisory board
of South Fulton residents and
business people has been nam-
ed.
They are: Stanley Jones, con-
tractor; David Ward Phelps of
Turner's Dairies and Seldon
Reed of Reed Brothers Feed
and Seed Company.
According to Curtis Slocum,
cashier of the Farmers Ex-
change Bank in Union City, 2,500
shares in the South Fulton Bank
are available for public sale.
Cost of the stock will be $50
per share, with $10 of the
Ray Hunter, a South Fulton
businessman and a long-time
resident of east Fulton, filed
his application as a candidate
for Fulton City Commissioner
yesterday (Wednesday).
Hunter makes the fourthap-
plicant that has filed for the
four-man Commission. The
others are Bob Craven, seek-
ing re-election, and Gilbert
DeMyer and Paul McClay, who,
like Hunter, will be making
their first race.
The deadline for filing is
August 4th. The election will
be held in November.
Annual Youth Picnic
Friday In The Park
The youth of the Twin Cities
will hold their annual Youth
picnic Friday, July 23, at the
City Park.
Tickets for the supper are
$1.00 for adults and 501 for
children, and serving will be-
gin at 5:30.
The tickets may be purchased
from team members partici-
pating in the softball and base-
ball programs.
Proceeds go toward paying
the expenses of the Twin Cities
Youth activities.
amount going into the stock ac-
count and $40 going into certi-
fied surplus and undivided
profits. Par value of the stock
is $10 per share.
Farmers Exchange has an-
other branch bank at Rives,
Term,
The bank building proposed
for South Fulton will contain
3500 square feet of floor space.
At the outset a manager, and
at least two assistants will be
employed. The manager will
answer to the members of the
bank's South Fulton advisory
board, Mr. Slocum said.
The bank's bookkeeping de-
partment will be completely
computerized with electronic
data processing.
Asked about the decision to
open a branch bank in South
Fulton, Mr. Slocum concurred
in the statement released by
Mr. Cavin that "South Fulton
is the largest incorporated
city in Tennessee without the
service of a bank within its
corporate limits. We feel the
people of South Fulton deserve
as much as any other Tennes-
see community in having a fine,
modern full-service bank it
can call its Own and we will
provide this for them as fast
as a building can be built."
The building is expected to
go under construction almost
immediately.
The capital stock account of
the Farmers Exchange Bank
is $250,000.00. The shares
to be offered in South Fulton
pie an additional issue.
Five Arrested In Tiny Hamsters, Rabbits, Cats
Fulton Area Raid All Vie For Prizes In Pet Show
Five youths were arrested early Tuesday
morning in a raid by state and county officers at
the farm of A. M. Guy, located about five miles
west of Fulton on West State Line Road. A quan-
ty of suspected drugs was confiscated.
Arrested in and around a con-
verted smoke house on the farm
were the son of the farm owner,
Johnny Guy, 20, Fulton Rt. 1,
charged with contributing to the
deliquency of minors; Jim Wil-
liams, 19, Fulton, and Jackie
Pewitt, 20, Fulton, both charged
with being minors in possession
of alcoholic beverages.
In addition to the three above,
two male .juveniles were also
HAS SURGERY
J. 0. Lewis recently had sur-
gery at the Lourdes Hospital
for a fractured hip he suffered
Ills room number is 361.
arrested and charged in juvenile
warrants.
A female, 18, also was not im-
mediately charged and was re-
leased pending further investiga-
tion.
According W State Police de-
tective Joe Hill, the youths had
congregated at t h e converted
imoke house and had been the
subject of the investigation for
about a month.
He said the interior of the
building had been painted black
and was decorated with various
(continued on page four)
There were little dogs, big
dogs, fluffy cats, baby cats,
frisky hamsters, black-eyed
racoons and even a pet rabbit
or two 
Yep, it was the Civitan Club's
pet show for children held
Saturday afternoon, July 17.
The show drew 30 entrants
participating in the six differ-
ent categories: cats, puppies,
small dogs, medium dogs,
large dogs, and unusual ani-
mals.
Ribbons were given to the
first five winners in each divi-
sion and prizes of dog, cat,
and rabbit food were also pre-
sented.
A special "best of the show"
ribbon went to Carol Fozzard
and her Persian cat. The cat
went on to take first in the cat
division.
Winners of the various cate-
gories were:
Puppy class: Hank Wright,
first; Jennifer Hammock, sec-
ond; Irene Templeton, third;
Stephanie Ferguson, fourth;
and Mary Roberts, fifth.
Cat class (or classy catI):
Carol Fozzard, first; Ladonna
Daughtery, second; Elizabeth
Wilson, third; Jeff Blehslick,
fourth; and Shannon Gossum,
fifth.
Small dog class: Connie An-
drews, first; Doug Sinter, sec-
ond; and Doug Ferguson, third.
Medium dog class: Al Wolff,
first; Andy Workman, second;
Connie Hammock, third; and
Doug Suiter, fourth.
Large dog class: Fonda Good-
win, first; Ricky Pickle, sec-
ond; and Richard Reese, third.
Finally, the unusual animal
category; Bobby Polsgrove,
first with his hamsters; Diana
Puckett, second with araccoon;
Terry Biehslick, third with a
pony; Kathy Roberson, fourth
with a pet rabbit; Gary Clark,
fifth with his pet raccoon; and
Bill Robinson, sixth with his
pet rabbit,
There'll Always Be A Fulton To Graduates Of The War Years
By Jo Westoheling
Reunions of any kind make up a rare concoc-
tion of nostalgia.
Fraternities, sororities, family, high school
gatherings of mutual associations in by-gone days
are usually single group affairs.
But when four high school graduating classes
join together for a reunion, there's just got to be
some special reason for the lasting camaraderie of
those individuals who, by today's hardstick of
generation gaps, couldn't happen at all.
Postmaster Joe Treas, who served as the
chairman of the second reunion of the graduating
classes of Fulton High School for 1939, 1940, 1941
and 1942 gives the simple, and all-understanding
explanation.
"We were friends who went through the war
years together. As grade school students we were
from families that were just coming out of the de-
pression years. We had common interests, com-
mon problems, and common goals to reach," he
said, "which made us life-long. friends, almost a
close-knit family for all these years."
It was last Thursday when
the clan started gathering
from the four corners of these
United States. The attendance
for such a reunion was im-
precedented, with about 50 per
cent of the classmates return-
ing for the three-day affair.
Out of the total number of 140
students graduating from the
four classes, nearly '70 of
them came home for the get-
together.
Plans for the reunion were
made with infinite care on the
local level. Beginning last
January the group met - fre-
quently, and with each meeting
the enthusiasm and the excite-
ment grew, as letters of ac-
ceptance started pouring into
"command headquarters" in
Fulton.
Ouida Jewell, a member of
the Class of 1941, and who serv-
ed as secretary forth, organi-
zation as well as secretary for
,
her class, said that "the re-
unions are bringing uscloser
together, perhaps more than
when we were in high school.
We are making so many new
friends as we meet and get to
know the respective spouses
of our class members." Oulda
cited the instance of Helen
(Mrs. James) Campbell, who
was not a class member, but
whose husband is.
"Helen kept our morale up
to fever pitch with her excite-
ment every time we hada meet-
ing and made more plans for
the reunion." And then she
told of the great efforts of
Clyde Williams, Jr., aclass of-
floor and one of the owners of
Holiday Inn, where the action
was going on.
"I'll bet Clyde was more ex-
cited about the preparations of
the reunion than he would have
been hadthe President and Mrs.
Nixon been invited to Fulton,"
OW& said.
But making the plans was one
thing, the "togetherness" that
prevailed when the reunion got
into full swing was something
else.
It was fun to talk with a high-
ranking colonel in the Army
today, who was just one of the
gang in the halcyon days of the
war years. A doctor, a lawyer,
an engineer tossed away those
status symbols to talk "of the
time when .... " •
In discussing the suggestion
made by Mrs. Jerry Jones to
meet perhaps in Hawaii, or
Mexico, or some enchanting
Plaee five years hence, this
reporter asked a member of
the committee if something of
that "old home-town" visit
wouldn't take away from the
heart-beat of the reunion.
"I don't think so," said Joe
Treas. "I suppose we'll get
off in one of those far-away
places and reflect on the hard
times we had in school and be
pretty thankful that we are able
to meet In such glamorous sur-
roundings."
And the statement was borne
out even further when the
four-class esprit de corps
was mentioned again. "In those
days when we had a date we
had a quarter to spend. Most
of us were in the same pre-
dicament so sometimes we
brought home some change,"
Treas said.
In those days a girl with a
date didn't expect anything
more than a coke from either
Hop Bennett's place, the Owl
Drug Store or Evans Drug
Store. The three particular
businesses were teen-age
headquarters and the owners
probably didn't consider the
young people affluent custo-
mers, but they understood.
Perhaps one of the most all-
consuming ingredients that
brought the class together, and
made them stay together, were
the troubled war years of that
period. The draft was a hot-
„breathing demon in the lives
of the young men and each time
one of them donned olive drab,
the ones left behind gathered
more closely together sharing
the agony of the YOW1R fellow
who would be called next.
And, of course, each stu-
dent followed the military
paths of the absent members.
and when word was received
that one of them had fallen in
battle, it was as though a
member of the family had been
lost, even though there was no
kith, nor kin involved.
At the reunion the members
who have passed on were re-
membered with silent prayers.
And with more recent deaths, a
member of the family of that de-
parted classmate was invited to
share the sentiment, if not the
gaiety of the event.
The members of the commit-
tee reported that no real diffi-
culty was encountered in locat-
ing the members of the four
classes. The reunion five years
ago brought mailing addresses
fairly current. Yet, when an
address was changed, the local
committee tracked down rela-
tives and friends to issue an
invitation to them.
And of course, a class re-
union would not have been com-
plete without the presence of
the teachers who instructed the
various classes. Many of them
were on hand.
Perhaps the most important
gent on hand was W. L. Hol-
land, former superintendent of
Fulton City Schools, and prin-
cipal at the time when the re-
union classes graduated. Mr.
Holland was the guest speaker
for the event and it was the
unanimous decision of the peo-
ple who attended that Holism/
has a photographic, as well as
a long, long memory. He re-
called many instances during
the long-ago school years that
the members Involved had long
since relegated to the ware-
house of history. It was great
fun to listen toHolland's mem-
ory lesson, but undoubtedly it
wasn't such ttm when the events
occurred.
Two members of the class,
Maurine Ketcham Trees and
Doris (Cuzin Tony) Freeman
belted out some great enter-
tainment for the reunion pro-
gram.
The whole affair was organ-
ized with regimental etftclency.
While many persons gave at
their time and energies to make
the gathering a huge success,
the committee in charge ex-
presses special appreciation to.
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Bard, Felix
Gossum, Charles Browder,
Norma Benedict, Mary Browder
Paschall, K. P. Dalton, Jr.,
Helen Allen, Mildred Cloys
and Cavite Olive.
The organization committee
Is high in their praise of the
efforts of Mrs.Carbolene Bolls
who resurrected class photo-
graphs of each of the former
students to be used on plains
cards for those attending. /t
was particularly delightful for
the guests to look at the cher.
ubic faces on the place card.
and then take a look in the mfr.
ror at teeter* that has incliner.
lated about 30 years to the pre-
file.
The official committee Or
(Cont. on page 6)
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The Fulton COunty News Thursday, July 22, 1971
News and Views Around The Country
On Current Subjects of Interest.
BEATING THE SYSTEM
Many stories have appeared
telling of abuses of the federal
government's food stamp program.
Now one comes to light that equals
or tops the best of them—or the
worst. It also helps to explain how
hippies can thrive on thin air.
After interviewing one of
these freeloaders, a columnist for
the Oakland, California, Tribune,
writes, "He boasts that for 50 cents
he buys $28 worth of (food)
stamps.. . Each week he uses the
stamps to buy exactly $27.51
worth of groceries and gets 49
cents back in cash as change, the
maximum amount of cash change
he can get on a purchase. Then he
adds one penny for the 50 cents to
get his $28 worth of stamps for the
next week.
The fourth week of the month
he sells his food stamps to friends
for $15 cash. Thus in a month he's
paid out 53 cents for $112 worth of
stamps, for which he gets $83.53
worth of food and $14.47 net profit
In cash . ." It seems there is al-
ways a way to beat the system—
particularly the system of a bur-
geoning welfare state.
OUR "UN-SECRET" LIVES!
For 200 years, the 'United
States has been a haven to those
who sought escape from such
things as secret police, political
persecution and the tyranny of
rulers who recognize no law but
their own. We have been a fortu-
nate nation. How long we will re-
main so is yet to be seen.
This is the subject of an inter-
esting article by Mr. Patrick
Young in The National Observer
on the invasion of privacy, that in
this computerized age is reaching
frightening proportions. He lists
the many ways in which the lives
'of millions of. individuals are re-
corded in the minutest detail in
private and governmental agen-
cies. As was to be expected, the
trend toward surveillance has
been speeded by the behavior of
dissidents who have made no bones
about seeking :to overthrow the
-government and the establish-
'ment. Many innocent victims have
been caught in the net, and it is a
far-reaching net indeed. It in-
cludes the Army investigations of
those who have participated in
protesting the government's racial
and Viet Nam policies. It includes
the U. S. Civil Service Commis-
sion files containing the names of
'a million and a half Americans in
a "subversive-activities" file, as
well as records on 10 million peo-
ple who have applied for federal
employment in the past three dec-
ades, some with unproven and
damaging slurs gathered from ac-
quaintances and neighbors.
Then there are the old reliable
Internal Revenue Service records
on America's tax returns. These
records are not as secret as many
citizens suppose. Reports Mr.
Young, "They are opened to Gov-
ernment investigators, several
congressional committees, and
some Government officials." In all
says Ms Young, "Federal files con-
tain more than 3 billion records on
individual citizens, including tax
and arrest records, psychiatric his-
tories, census data, and alcoholism
and drug-addiction information, to
name a few."
Mr. Young shows instances
where computers have committed
errors and innocent parties have
one of Kentucky's "Bed All Aramd"
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suffered for years being barred
from jobs without knowing why
and compelled to live in a shadow
of suspicion and mistrust. The in-
vasion of privacy and the keeping
of records on private citizens,
which all too oftervare inaccurate,
has become a computerized science
of a magnitude incomprehensible
to the average person. The slip of
a digit in a machine can change the
course of a person's life. For ex-
ample, through a combination of
six numbers of a certain denomi-
nation a person can be identified
as a noncommunist, while a slight
variant of the numbers indicates
that he is a member of the Com-
munist Party or is an advocate of
communism.
In this day and age, as Mr.
Young observes, "Few argue that
Government has no right to pro-
tect its security, or that employers
have no right to know something
of a prospective worker's back-
ground, or that businessmen are
not entitled to solid information
before extending credit. What
worries many, however, is the
amount of snooping going on with
apparently inadequate guidelines,
and the dangers of inaccurate in-
formation being passed about with-
out an individual knowing it exists
and without recourse to correct
it." Moves are now afoot to pro-
tect citizens from computer snoop-
ing. A proposal has been made for
a law that would allow an individ-
ual the right to find out what his
files contain, to challenge their ac-
curacy and to correct errors. The
new Fair Credit Reporting Act re-
quires credit agencies to disclose
to an individual what his file con-
tains, but this law does not apply
to federal agencies.
These are preliminary steps
in solving the grOwing threat to
privacy posed by government and
private record keeping of the de-
tails of the life of the individual
citizen. The danger will grow even
more unless future technological
developments in this field are off-
set by safeguards and restraint.
TO SAVE YOUR LIFE
A bulletin of the National
Transportation Safety Board re-
ports that the great tragedy of
boating accidents is that so many
of them are needless. Eighty-seven
percent of all pleasure boating fa-
talities occur as a result of persons
falling overboard or from boat cap-
sizings and sinkings. Eighty per-
cent of persons involved in these
accidents were not using available
lifesaving devices.
The Safety Board provides a
guide to safe boating. It urges all
boatmen to: (1) Check and heed
the weather forecast before sail-
ing; (2) Advise family or friends of
the weekend itinerary; (3) Make
sure the boat is sound, fully equip-
ped, and suitable for the planned
trip; (4) Avoid overloading or
overpowering - boat; (5) Take
enough life preservers for all oc-
cupants; (6) Make sure a second
member of the party can operate
the boat and knows the area of
operation; (7) Be careful in chang-
ing position in a moving small
boat; (8) Keep a good lookout and
avoid swimming areas; and (9)
Save "happy hour" celebration for
the homeport mooring.
These are simple precautions,
and the life they save may be
yours.
A MONEY - MAKER
The FBI is a money-making
activity for Uncle Sam. During the
past fiscal year, the FBI collected
$345.8 million in fines, savings and
recoveries from their investiga-
tions. This represents $1.57 for
every dollar appropriated to the
FBI for the year, says Representa-
tive H. R. Gross of Iowa.
" . .. be thou faithful unto
death and I will give thee a crown
of life." Revelation 2:10
Be a career Christian.
WHAT SHALL I DO WITH MYSELF
If you can't be a pine on the top of the hill,
Be a scrub in the valley-but be
The best little shrub by the side of the hill,
Be a bush, if you can't be a tree.
If you can't be a bush, be a bit of the grass,
And some highway happier make;
If you can't be a muslcie, then just be a bass—
But be the liveliest bass in the lake!
We can't all be captains, we've got to be crew,
There's something for all of us here.
There's big work to do and there's lesser to do
And the task we must do is the near.
If you can't be a highway, then just be a trail,
If you can't be the sun, be a star!
It isn't by size that you win or you fail—
Be the best of whatever you are!
Douglas Malloch
BY LUCY DANIEL
High school students aren't
the only ones who do their
homework in the Library. Many
adults do, too. With the grow-
ing popularity of adult educa-
tion, many grown-ups are
taking courses in a wide variety
of subjects. They have found
that their libraries have re-
source materials in these sub-
jects. These library books,
pamphlets, magazines and oth-
er materials are very helpful.
You will find them useful, too.
Now the lower grades, from
the first grade through the
eighth, can use the reference
department here at the Fulton
Public Library, as we have a
brand new set of COMPTON'S
YOUNG CHILDREN'S PRECY-
CLOPEDIA. Let the children
come to the Fulton Library,
look the set over and use it.
They will be delighted with it.
SEWING CHILDREN'S
CLOTHING MADE EASY, by
Vera Larter. Have fun be
creative . . . save money ...
Sewing children's clothes lets
you do all three and makes it
easy with detailed instructions
and practical, time - saving
techniques. The author de-
scribes how to set up a com-
plete sewing center in what-
ever space is available, and she
outlines a variety of shortcuts,
from the first stitch to the final
pressing.
CLARE BOOTH LUCE, by
Stephen Shadegg. This definitive
and very human biography,
captures the indefatigable spir-
it of America's Renaissance
woman of the twentieth century
— Clare Booth Luce. Endowed
with beauty that has been both
asset and hindrance, and arm-
ed with the toughness and de-
termination 'learned from her
ambitious mother as well as
the inquiring sensitivity in-
herited from her adventurous,
musical father, Mrs. Luce has
approached her every venture
with energy, grace and an un-
shakable desire to succeed.
THE ANTARCTIC, by H. R. G.
King. Antarctica with its sur-
rounding ocean and islands has
fascinated explorers and sci-
entists since the days of Cap-
tain Cook. But only very re-
cently has any concerted at-
tempt been made at a sustain-
ed and co-ordinated scientific
exploration of the region. Today
the scientists of twelve na-
tions are investigating the vast
Antarctic Ice-sheet and its
underlying rock.
THE HAWSER PIRATES, by
Oswald Wynd. This action-
charged story follows the pro-
fessional and personal adven-
tures of Mark Underson, cap-
tain of the Saturn, as he at-
tempts to pit a small British
company against the massive
Operations of Dutch and French
competitors. And while he
struggles against the eternal
violence of the sea, he faces a
lonelier struggle of personal
values — love, integrity, com-
passion.
A TIME TO LOVE, A TIME
TO DIE, by Prince L. Loew-
enstein. How do you watch a
loved one die? That is a ques-
tion which most people would
avoid facing. But it is ap-
proached with honest and elo-
quence by the author of this
moving account of the tragic
Illness that took the life of his
beloved wife. For over twenty
years Prince Leopold of Loew-
enstein and the former Diana
Gollanci enjoyed complete hap-
piness In their marriage, liv-
ing in and for each other. Then
Diana was found to be fatally
ill, and Prince Leopold deter-
mined to share with her every-
thing that could still make life
precious. This book written as
a final tribute to his wife is a
testimony to the unquenchable
spirit of two people who faced
death together, and discovered
that though life may end, love
endures.
THE HOLLOW, by Bill Bruce.
This book offers the reader a
vivid and unforgettable chron-
icle that covers a week in the
life of an eastern Kentucky
welfare family. Here is aworld
as ravaged and brutalized as
anything that can be seen in our
city ghettos. It is a place where
apathy is the rule except on
weekends, when the hills ex-
plode in boozing, feuding, and
killing. It is a place where all
progress stopped more than a
century ago, a place where many
of the people never come down
from the mountains and out of
the hollows. This is a powerful
work destined to startle the
complacent into a realization
of the horror that underlies
American society today.
ALIVE IN THE WILD, by Vic-
tor H. Calahane. This is the
animal kingdom — a world mar-
velous, mysterious, and richly
varied. Ranging from the
graceful golden eagle to the
sturdy, sleek elk, each chapter
bursts with exciting life his-
tory and facts, and unfolds the
wonders of the animal world.
THE DEATH OF JASON DAR-
BY, by Georgia E. Taylor.His
pen had scrawled across the
page, but the strange, crooked
handwriting was not his own nor
were the words. To the ver-
min-ridden attic of Benjamin
Thorn had come the spirit of
Jason Darby, which had been
fighting to take over Thorn's
body since childhood. Exhaust-
ed, sodden with drink and de-
spair, Benjamin had surrender-
ed. And here, spilled out upon
the pages, was the autobiog-
raphy of Jason Darby, a man
who had been a squire in the
English countryside and who
had, decades before, died at
the hands of a murderer.
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Naples is an exciting
Intriguing city to visit
By Gordon M. Quarnstrom
NAPLES: The storied Bay of
Naples, famed in song and poem
over the centuries, stretches be-
fore our eyes as we relax on our
hotel balcony and reflect on a
busy day in this historic city in
Southern Italy.
Ships of the U.S. 6th Fleet
are at anchor to our left, literally
in the shadow of Mt. Vesuvius.
Directly in front is the great
Castel dell'Ovo, the Castle of
the Egg, built by the Normans
on an egg-shaped island to guard
the harbor during their rule some
500 years ago. And to the right.
already dappled with lights, is
the hill of Posillipo, on which
are built hundreds of homes and
apartments with spectacular
views of one of the most beautiful
harbors of the world.
Naples is as exciting as
Domenick DiFrisco of Alitalia
Airlines had predicted it would
be. It is too bad that so many
tourists pass it by, preferring to
rush from Rome on a one-day
excursion to perhaps Sorrento or
Positano, via the expressway, or
to stop only long enough to
catch a boat for Ischia or Capri.
• • •
To drive in Naples can be a
test of an American's courage
and patience, the Allstate Motor
Club declares, for traffic is heavy
and many streets are so narrow
that even a small car has trouble
getting through. Naples, as do es
Rome, has special lanes for
buses and taxis at curbside,
which help somewhat, but if you
drive, it's wise to plan your
excursions at off-peak traffic
hours.
• • •
THE FUNNY PAPERS
The city government, which
recently fried 500 employees, is
launching a new economy drive.
—Abilene (Tex.) Reporter-News
• • •
WHAT'S., AHEAD: Increas-
ing pressure on the FCC to
halt pill popping commercials
on TV too many young-
sters get the idea that you can
' take a pill for 'almost 'anything
and everything, from tedium to
tension . . and we are devel-
oping a pill conscious generation
as a result!
• • •
PURELY PERSONAL: I
favor a maximum speed capac-
ity for cars, as recommended
by the National Transportation
Safety Board . the board
wants cars mechanically limited
to the highest legal limit in
any state . . currently Kansas
has the highest, 80 mph. . .
whew!  a fine place to stay
if you want to be in a Mexican
guest house is the Casa Gon-
zalez, Rio Sena 79, Mexico
City  taking Mother out
for dinner on Mother's Day is
a fine idea, but the usual thing
now is a wait of an hour or
more, hurried service and an
ordinary meal . . . . it would be
1 FROM THE FILES.—Turning Back The Clock I
TWENTY YEARS AGO
JULY 20. 1951
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis will visit in Nashville
this week-end to be present at the closing exer-
cises of the summer session of Vanderbilt Univer-
sity when their son, Joe Jr., completes his studies
for his Master's Degree.
Young Davis, who will enter the University
of Louisville School of Medicine in the fall has
made an enviable record in his schooling and will
receive his degree cum laude.
The new fire engine for the Fulton Fire De-
partment arrived in Fulton Wednesday night.
The truck was ordered by the City Council sev-
eral months ago. At 1 o'clock Thursday Chief W.
T. Dawson made a test of the engine at the Fair-
grounds.
Several Fultonians plan to attend he Ameri-
can Legion State Convention in Ashland, Ky.,
this week-end. James Warren, Past Commander
of the local post, present Judge Advocate of the
American Legion of Kentucky, and a candidate
for State Commander, and his campaign chair-
man, Charles Looney, left Friday for the conven-
tion. Saturday and Sunday severalipthers includ-
ing Fred Homra, Garland Merrymft and Vyron
Mitchell left for Ashland.
W. P. (Dub) Burnette of the Fulton Pure
Milk Company is enjoying an extended tour
through the middle west and the east with Dr.
W. Lee Titsworth and family of Paducah. Both
the doctor and Mr. Burnette are avid Jersey cat-
tle enthusiasts and will stop along the route to
visit well known cattle farma in the area.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
JULY 23, 1926
A firm in Fulton currently working over-
time to supply a large demand for its product is
the Wm. Hill & Sons brick manufacturers and
contractors. They are this week shipping four car-
loads of brick to Union City and one to Rives, and
have the concrete work contract for the Fulton
sewerage system.
0111.M11.1••••••••
Walter Evans is now the sole owner of the
Resell Drug Store, corner Main and Church
streets, having bought out Harvyl Boaz's interest
in the business. Mr. Evans has managed the store
for the past six and a half years; Mr. Boaz is mov-
ing to Dallas, Texas to make his home.
Tomorrow the Boy Scouts will open their
summer camp at Buwrath on the Duck river; Dr.
Hughes, scoutmaster, accompanied by Archie
Huddleston, R. Q. Moss, Macon Butts, Cornelius
Edwards and Phil 'Clements have already gone
ahead to get things ready. Leaving tomorrow are
Ernest Fall, Jr., Robert Beadles, Bill Beadles,
Robert Binford, Avery Hancock, Johnny Owen,
Robert Culver, Glenn Dunn, Harold Heywood
and Billy Braun. Camp leaders will be Robert
Witty, Ralph McDade and Livingston Kinney.
Crutchfield: Mrssrs. Hannibal Seat, Paul
Williams, Ronald Elliott, Litcher Watkins and
two boys Fletcher Williams and Mozelle Brown
went fishing Friday, and while, all the fish they
caught was with a silver hook, they had the out-
ing.
A 30-gallon still, 21/2 gallons of whiskey, and
2 barrels of mash, were found by Sheriff Wiley.
Simms and Dresden's Police Chief, Walter Tuck,
and a deputy, Norton McClain, in a surprise raid
at the home of Alvin Poynter near Palmersville,
Sunday morning, June 17, about 7:30.
better all around if the take-
Mother-out routine was spread
over four Sundays, or over a
week's time . . "Oh, wow"
must be a teen ager's verbal
security blanket ....
• • •
EAGER BEAVER: Improved
news coverage isn't making na-
tions any friendlier, but it does
give them a better idea of why
they're mad at each other.
Children used to pick up bad
habits from their elders—today
the kids are much more inven-
tive than that—Wilfred Beaver.
• •
•
Mother: "Why don't you go
outside and play with the ball
you found?"
Johnny: "I'm afraid I might
meet the kid I found it from."
• • •
Harry Jupiter of San Fran-
cisco says he expects to make
a mint on his new cat food,
"Mice-a-Roni"....his dandruff
remover, Tomahawk, never got
off the ground, adds Herb Caen.
• • •
FINE NEW BOOK: Anyone
interested in the Old West. as
I am, will enjoy a new book,
Great Trails of the West, written
by Richard Dunlop and pub-
lished by the Abingdon Press
of Nashville, Tenn. I read with
interest the story of the Santa
Fe Trail, Chisholm Trail, Pony
Express Trail , Mullen Road,
Oregon Trail, Mormon Trail
and Chilkoot Trail among
others, and found myself trasel-
ing with the Mountain Men
and the wagon trains, the fur
trappers and the gold seekers.
I recommend the book highly
for school and public libraries
and for all persons interested
in our pioneer heritage.
• • •
PURELY PERSONAL: re-
main upset because styling
changes on 1971 autos mean
that several models are more
vulnerable to damage from
minor impact ,t1tari ev,er
fore . . . again SW g
Back' ffurripers . Ddfmnition
of a specialist: "A doctor with
a smaller practice and a bigger
yacht"  I remember ihe
wild horses running free in East-
ern Washington and Oregon
when I was a young newspaper-
man Out West, and it grieves
me now to learn the numbers
are so badly reduced because
they have been killed for pet
food and because of inadequate
range . . if you believe thewild
mustang has a place in our
West, drop a note of encourage-
ment to Senator Henry Jackson,
Senate Office Bldg., Washing-
ton, D.C., and tell him you
support his legislation on be-
half of these fine animals.
• • •
EAGER BEAVER: Prejudice
can mean being down on some-
thing you are not up on . . . no
wonder the brain doesn't wear
out; it's our only part that isn't
overworked. — Wilfred Beaver.
• • •
BE LITTER PERFECT: The
good traveler is careful not to
scatter paper or trash out his
car windows, says Ed Brockman
of the Allstate Motor Club.
"Every motorist has a respon-
sibility to help keep the country-
side free from litter," Brock-
man declares.
• • •
DIALOGUE FOR OUR
TIME Skip Ferris and his 4-
year-old
-daughter, Stormy.
boarded a crowded Fillmore bus
— and she popped into the only
vacant seat, next to a black
woman. After a few seconds,
Stormy piped up: "Why are you
black?" "Because," replied the
woman, "God made me that
way. Why are you white?" After
some thought, Stormy answered:
"Because my daddy's white."
"Well," smiled the woman, "my
daddy's black." "Why didn't
you say so in the first place?"
whooped Stormy in triumph.
"THAT'S why you're black!"
— Herb Caen In San Francisco
Chronicle.
• • •
BrandtIng Time: Let your wife
know who's the boss right (rote
the, beginning. There's no use
kidding yourself If you drink
a quart of milks day for 1.200
months, you'll live to be 100
years old. — Romain C. Brandt.
• • •
TEN FEET TOO CLOSE!
{Wining how many rear-
end crashes occur simply be.
=use a ear needs another 10
Feet in which to stop,-says the
Allstate Motor Club. Drivers
tailgate, and when an emergency
occurs, bang—and there's a
crash. Keep plenty of space in
all traffic. INTERVAL it
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Miss Maddox
Ronald Veatch
Wed July 14th
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mad-
dox are today announcing the
marriage of their daughter,
Ann Ray to Mr. Ronald Lee
Veatch. Mr. Veatch is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Halbert Veatch
of Mayfield.
The wedding ceremony was
performed in Metropolis, Illi-
nois on Wednesday, July 14.
Mrs. Veatch graduated from
Fulton High School in 1910 and
attended Murray State Univer-
sity, where she majored in
physical education. Mr. Veatch
graduated from Wingo High
School and later attended Pa-
ducah Area Vocational Train-
ing School.
He is employed by the Kaiser
Engineering Corporation of New
Madrid, Missouri.
The couple will make their
home in Mayfield, Ky.
Storage Is
Subject For
New Lessons
"Storage" will be the topic
of lessons to be presented by
the Home Agent Mrs. Grace
Prince for the next club year.
The first lesson was present-
ed when the Chestnut Glade
Club met in the home of Mrs.
Wilburn Jackson for the regu-
lar July meeting. The lesson
showed improved methods to
save time, steps and energy
In addition to better care for
the utensils, china and sup-
plies. Different facets of home
storage will be demonstrated
from lesson to lesson. It was
agreed that all homemakers
could profit from lessons of
this type.
The thought for the day was
"Criticism is the disapproval
of others not for having faults,
but faults different from ours."
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan due to
the absence of Mrs. V. C. Simp-
son. "God Bless America" was
the sctig used.
7., Plana were made for the an-
nual picnic. Plans were made
for attending the Achievement
Luncheon at the University Cen-
ter. Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs.
Jeter Wheat, Mrs. Danny Wheat
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan did
not miss a meeting during the
past year.
Mrs. Myrtle Temple, Mrs.
Lucy Gibbs, Mrs. Orvin Mor-
rison and Mrs. Ada Rhodes
were made honorary members
after being members for more
than forty years. Mrs. Rhodes
has been a member since the
year that the club was organ-
ized in 1922.
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook,
clothing leader, gave a lesson
on "Fall Fashions and Fab-
rics."
The recreation was directed
by Mrs. Fred Vaughan. A party
plate and punch was served.
The next meeting will be at
the home of Mrs. Fred Vaughan.
Visitors are cordially invited.
Susan, Terry Ivey
Are Welcome Guests
Miss Susan Ivey, Long Beach,
California, and Miss Terry
Ivey, Atlanta, were guests of
their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Terry, last week-
end.
Miss Susan is a teacher In
the California school system
In Long Beach and Miss Terry
is attending the graduate school
of Georgia College in Atlanta.
Miss Barbara Ann Powell
Engagement Of Miss Powell To
Larry Dee Call Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Toy Powell of Robards,
Ky. announce the engagement of their daughter,
Barbara Ann Powell, to Mr. Larry Dee Call, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Loyd A. Call, of Hickman. Miss
Powell, a 1968 graduate of Henderson County
High School, is presently enrolled in the Nursing
Department at Murray State University.
Mr. Call, a 1967 graduate of Fulton County
High School, will graduate in August with a B. S.
in Industrial Education arid will be commissioPed
a Second Lieutenant in the United States Army
Reserves. After graduation he iwillibegin studies
at Lincoln Christian Seminary in Lincoln, Illi-
nois.
Both Miss Powell and Mr. Call are active in
the Murray Christian Fellowship at Murray
where they first became acquainted. The wed-
ding is planned for June of 1972 after Miss Pow-
ell's graduation.
HIPPY BIRTHDAY
The News Mime pieeisure in
whiling the following friends
"Ileppy Birthday": Mrs. Wal-
ter Evens, Jennifer Bedded,
Jason Yates, July 22; Debbie
Cantrell, Mrs. Milton Counce,
Mike Vincent, Mrs. Oris Walk-
er, July 23; Shirley Hicks
Bailey, Carl Puckett, Sr., July
24; Patricia Holloday, July 25;
Eocene Bard, Jamiter Mom,
July 26; Mrs. Jahn Schwerdt,
W. W. Jetton, July 27; Mrs.
Mary Onvender, Mrs. Harold
Ilegnins, James Weldon Stone,
July 26.
Hello World!
Mr. and Mrs. James Andreas
are the proud parents of a 10-
1/2 pound girl born July 18 at
p. m.
FAMILY REUNION
The annual Hopwood family
reunion was held Sunday, July
4, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Vodie Hopwood of Benton. Mr.
and Mrs. 'Robert G. Perry and
children, Mr. and Mrs. 'David
Hardy, Mr. Sun Weather-
spoon. and Mrs. I,ola Inman.
all of Futton, attended along
with relatives from several
other towns.
SCOUTS AT CAMP
Boy Scout Troop 42 left Sun-
day, July 18, for summer *amp
at Kentucky Lake. They will re-
turn Saturday, July X.
DOCTOR VISITING MOTHER
Dr. and Mrs. Robert (Bud)
White and children of Phila-
delphia, Pa., are visiting his
mother, Mrs. R. H. White.
VISITING SISTER
John Mitchell is spending the
week with his sister, Mrs. Joe
Brush and family, in McKenzie,
Tennessee.
Miss Linda Arrington, Mr. Dacus
To Be Married In Fall Ceremony
Mrs. Mary L. Arrington is today announcing
the engagement of her daughter Linda Mae Ar-
rington to Mr. Harold E. Dacus of Fulton. Miss
Arrington is the daughter of Mrs. Mary L. Ar-
rington, 702 Highland Drive Fulton, Kentucky
and the late Mr. C. M. Arrington. Mr. Dacus is
the son of Mr. H. L. Dacus of Route 1, Gilberts-
ville, Kentucky and the late Mrs. Virginia Atte-
bury Dacus.
Miss Arrington was graduated from Fulton
High School and Murray State University. She
holds a B. S. Degree in Home Economics and cur-
rently is employed as a Social Worker in Fulton
and Hickman counties by the Department of
Child Welfare
Her maternal grandparents are the late Mr.
and Mrs. Otis A. Townsend and the paternal
grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Calvin C.
Arrington.
Mr. Dacus is a graduate of North Marshall
High School and served six years in the United
States Navy. He graduated from the Kentucky
State Police Academy and currently is an officer
with the Kentucky State Police.
His maternal grandparents are the late Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Attebury and his paternal grand-
parents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C.
Dacus.
A fall wedding is planned by the couple.
Miss Myra Lawon Ruddle
Louella Rice Sugg
School Days With
Mrs. Louella Rice Sugg re-
members her high school years
simply as "wonderful."
"To me, the 1921 graduating
class was the best class ever."
She was contacted in refer-
ence to the fiftieth anniver-
sary of the class when Dave
Newton, a member of the '21
DAUGHTER HOME
. Airs. Frank Miller ektl-
dreo of Milhaud. Chic, arrived
Friday to visit with her moth-
er, Mrs. E. L. Bradley, and
Mr. Bradley.
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations to 'James
Bugg who was named Com-
mander of the Ken-Tenn Vet-
mans of Foreign Wars of Poet
No. 9687.
VISITS GRANDPARENTS
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Bierrer
and four children of Rochest-
er, New York, were weekend
guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Martin. The chil-
dren are staying with their
grandparents while Mrs. Bierer
is taking a two-week course at
Scarritt
DAUGHTER HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Bell of
Lanhan, Maryland, and chil-
dren Elizabeth and Stan are
visiting her mother Mrs. Floyd
Bowen.
FULTON BAND PRACTICING
The Fulton High Hand, the
Marching Bulldogs, have begun
practicing for the fall marching
season. They want especially to
be in top condition for the Ba-
nana Festival. The band is un-
der the direction of Cooper. Pat-
terson, sew basal director.
Remembers
Happiness
group, wrote to the Courier
of the "golden days" of the
group.
The graduation from high
school was the beginning point
for her of a completely new
way of life. She lost her fa-
ther shortly after the gradu-
ation, and, although her time
and thoughts were given to her
home-life until 1923, Louella
never gave up the dream of
going to college.
Finally, in the year of 1923,
she entered the Teachers Col-
lege at Bowling Green.
She continued her college
work while teaching in Fulton
County schools, doing her col-
lege work between school
terms. In 1930 she graduated
again — this time with a bache-
lor's degree from Murray
Teachers College.
In addition to "doing her col-
lege work between," Louella
Dear Ann Landers: I saw
myself in your column the other
day — the homely child whose
mother was so ashamed she
covered the little girl's face
with • heavy veiling when she
took her out in the baby carri-
age.
I Dope your message got
through to that mother because
nobody got through to MINE.
I grew up believing I was the
ugliest person in the world. I
didn't make friends because I
felt I was too homely to be
seen with. My posture was bad
because I kept my shoulders
hunched so no one would have
to look at my Lace.
One day a kind teacher asked
me to May after school. I swear
I thought she was going to tell
me I was too ugly to be in her
class, and I was being trans-
ferred. Instead she told me I
had very pretty hair and nice
eyes and I shouldn't-worry about
My noes and chin—that my face
would develop Mealy in time
and I might even be considered
a beauty, 8he showed me maga-
weak ebbe and noise
Wall pictures at models had
4#14t 2aacleia.
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
and explained that irregular
features could be "inter-
esting."
That wonderful teacher
changed my life. After our
visit I stood a little straighter
and started to believe that one
day I might be considered at-
tractive. I began to open up to
others and accept friendship —
something I couldn't do before.
Today I am happily married
and we have two beautiful chil-
dren. Please print this letter
for other Ugly Ducklings and
their mothers. It might help
someone — somewhere. — Made
It Anyway
Dear M. Here's your let-
ter — and a big bouquet of or-
chids to that wonderful teacher.
I hope she sees it.
Dear Ann Landers: Our
brother is 25 years of age, a
bona no, loafer sod a well-
dressed bum. He has been out
of work for two years and Is not
looking very hard. He lives with
Mom who has bought him scar,
pays for his Insurance, gives
him spending money, irons his
shirts (the lawdries aren't
careful enough) and cracks his
soft-boiled eggs in the morn-
ing. (If she gets a few shells
In them he yells at her.)
Last week he married a 19-
year-old girl. She has no Job
either. Mom owns this build-
ing and he wants one of her
c h °ice apartments "Mt
credit." We feel he has taken
advantage of Mom to the point
that it is sickening. How can
we get her to see the light? —
Fed Fed Fed
Dear Triple Fed: Your moth-
er doesn't WANT to see the
light. She enjoys being a patsy
for your brother. In fact, she
has set herself up for it. The
sad thing is that her indulgence
has made him what he is today
— and HE will pay the price.
Dear Ann Landers: Our nine-
year-old son and his slx-year-
old cousin play nicely togeth-
er. Last Sunday I went to the
bedroom to cell them for sup-
per and I found them half in-
dressed, "playing doctor." I
was so upset I nearly fainted.
Our son has always been a
good child and I had no idea he
was interested in sex. I don't
know how far they went but lam
worried. My husband and I are
respectable people and we don't
'mow where the boy got off the
track. Is this child disturbed?
Should we seek help for him?
Louisville
Dear Louie. All normal chil-
dren are inquisitive. It is nat-
ural for them to explore. This
doesn't mean they are disturb--
ad — or bad.
Youngsters should not be left
unsupervised, for long periods
of time under any circum-
stances. Moreover, the chil-
dren should be taught that their
bodies are "private" and
clothes must be kept an. If the
clothes come off occasionally,
Mom should not become in-
glued and make them feel
they've done a terrible thing.
• • • * •
What awaits you on the other
side of the marriage veil/ How
can you be sure your marriage
will work? Read Ann Landers'
booklet, "Marriage — What To
Expect." Send your request to
Ann Landers In care of Your
newspaper enclosing 501 in con
met J. C. Sugg, Jr., also a
teacher in Fulton County
schools. A few years later she
put the "Mrs." in front of her
name and "Sugg" on the end.
Mr. Sugg received an appoint-
ment to the Fulton Post Office
in 1929 and their home has
been in Fulton ever since. How-
ever, Louella accepted a teach-
ing assignment at Crutchfield
High School from 1935 to 1938
and did substitute teaching in
Fulton City system through
1943.
It was during this time that
Mr. and Mrs. became mama
and papa: their son, Jerry Neal,
was born in 1932 and still
lives in Fulton.
Today, both Louella and her
husband are retired. "Now I
spend my time working in my
flower garden and doing
handwork and helping in my
church."
Ruddle-Mann
Nuptials Set
For August
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L. Hud-
dle of Hickman announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Myra Lawon, to Bobby G. Mann,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J A. Mann
of Fulton.
The bride-elect is a 1970
graduate of Fulton County High
School. She is presently em-
ployed at the Holiday Inn in Ful-
ton.
The groom-to-be is a 1969
graduate of Fulton City High
and is employed at Fulton
Wholesale Florist.
An August wedding Is plan-
ned.
CANADIAN GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Huddle
and children, Sharon, 'James,
and Eddie, of Ontario, Canada,
were recent visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. H. W. Huddle. They were
enroute to California on a va-
cation trip.
Wearing tin latest fashion (mIdls and gramy boots?), the 1921 graduating class of FlAien
County High School at Hickman Is shown as they pose for a clam picture. Front row, left to
right, are: Mabel Choate Kirkman, Ruby Caldwell Miller (deceased), Mildred Hampton Jones
(decotased), and Melly Monan Edwards; second row, loft to right, an: Hazel Sus/berry Hughes,
Lovell. Ric* Sugg, Carrie Sone Yates, and uni. Dillon (deceased); and third and back row,
left to right, are: Dave Newton, Randall Shepherd, Ben White (deceased), and King Davis.
Logan Prather, ate* deceased, Is not shown In she *tyre.
KFWC Heritage
Project To Be
Given State
Kentucky Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs president, Mrs.ro--
seph C. Evans, Lexington, has
announced that a KFWC Ken-
tucky Heritage Project entitled
"Kentucky's First Ladies in
Miniature" will be officially
presented to the State, Septem-
ber 1st, at Spindletop Hall,
Ironworks Pike, Lexington, Ky.
Forty-seven (47) dolls de-
picting the wife or official host-
ess of Governors of Kentucky
from 1792 to the present, make
up the collection. Each "First
Lady" Is dressed in a period
gown; researched, designed
and made by skilled and inter-
ested women throughout the
Commonwealth.
Presentation of the KFWC
Project will be part of a coop-
erative reception, on the above
day, by various FederatedState
organizations of woman recog-
nizing Mrs. Louie B. Nunn, wife
of the present Governor, for
her interest on behalf of all
Kentuckians, in preserving our
historic heritage.
On September 2nd, the"Ken-
tucky's First Ladies in Min-
iature" display will be moved to
Frankfort and permanently
placed in an area adjoining
the State Capitol rotunda. Spe-
cial showcases for the eighteen
Inch replicas of "Kentucky's
First Ladies in Miniature" have
been built to compliment the
French influence of the in-
teriors of the Capitol and Gov-
ernor's Mansion. A special bro-
chure also will be available at
the State Capitol building.
Homes Being
Sought For
100 Children
The Kentucky Department of
Child Welfare has launched a
campaign to place 100 delin-
quent children in foster homes.
William R. Ryan, the depart-
ment's director of community
services, said the youths now
In institutions throughout the
state, range from the mildly
delinquent to the more hostile.
Some of the state Child Wel-
fare institutions are over-
crowded, Ryan explained, and
placing the 100 delinquents in
foster homes is an alternate
plan to provide for their care.
In an effort to find suitable
foster parents for the children,
the department is placing clas-
sified advertisements in news-
papers throughout the state.
Federal funds totaling $250,-
000 and $83,333 in state monies
are financing an experimental
project, of which the advertis-
ing is a part.
The funds will be used to pay
foster parents a maximum of
$5.50 a day per child.
Ryan said, "We use any
means of recruitment to find
substitute parents," He added
the parents would be selected
carefully so the department
may be sure they are suitable
and will provide a good home
for the child. t
The children, who range in
age from 11 to 18, were se-
lected by the institutions and
the department's community
workers.
Ruth Askew
Is Honored
At Breakfast
Former Fultonian Mrs. Ruth
Askew, now from Whittier,
California, was the guest of
several Fulton women at a
breakfast held in her honor
Wednesday, July 14, at the
Park Terrace.
Hostesses for the occasion
were: Mrs. R. A. Binford,
Mrs. R. A. Bushart, Mrs.
R. W. Bushart, Miss Mary
Swann Bushart, and Mrs. H. L.
Bushart.
Mrs. Askew was presented
with a guest girt and seated
at a long table centered with
fresh snapdragons in a cut
glass bowl, with the other
guests. Attractive place cards
marked the seats of each of
the guests attending.
- Those at the breakfast were.
Mrs. Askew, Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell, Mrs. Bob White, Mrti.
Frank Beadles, Mrs. George
Truitt, Houston,' Texas; Para.
Dud White, Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania; Mrs. Lillian Blagg
of Memphis; Mrs. Wilburn
Holloway, Mrs. Maxwell bib-
Dade, Mrs. Laurence Holland,
Mrs. Jack Snow of Anaheim,
California; Mrs. Henan
Wright, Mrs. Horton
Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs.
Killebrew, and the host
FROM GARY, INDIANA
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. DaMon
Gary, Indiana, were Use
of her dew, Mt.. Jame
hara end family, fat
FRANKFORT: State Rep. W. J. "Bill" Reynolds of Floyd County, center, has beers appointed
a co-chairmen of the Democratic Campaign Committee. With Reynolds, who was active as the
primary campaign of Bert Combs, are gubernatorial nominee Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, left, end
Sen. Walter "Dee" Huddieston, right, state campaign chairman.
Prominent Combs Supporter
Joins Democratic Campaign
State Rep. W. J. "Bill" Reyn-
olds of Floyd County, whowas
active in the primary campaign
of former Gov. Bert T. comps,
has been appointed co-chairman
of the Democratic Campaign
Committee, it was announced
today.
In announcing the appoint-
ment, Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud-
dleston, campaign chairman for
the Democratic nominees head-
ed by gubernatorial candidate
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, said:
"I know Bill as a man who
has been an effective legisla-
tor and a leader of our Party.
We feel quite fortunate to have
a man of his knowledged abili-
ty and stature to aid in leading
a campaign organization which
we feel will bring victory to the
entire ticket on Nov.
Reynolds, a businessman, is
a four-term member of the Ken-
tucky House of Representatives
and has served as Democratic
Caucus Chairman for the past
two terms.
"I believe Kentuckians have
had enough of the heavy-handed
tactics of the Republicans.
They are tired of reading and
listening to news reports of
how state employees are being
made political pawns and of
how state government itself
no longer serves Kentucky,
hut has. been made to serve
the Republican Party," Reyn-
olds said.
"I feel this is one of the main
reasons Kentuckians have lost
confidence in state government
under the Republicans and why
we are going to elect our en-
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s cc...pon Sc ticket order form/
ORDER YOUR
RESERVE
TICKETS NOW!
ADULTS SAYE 500 ON OUTSIDE
GATE ADMISSION TICKETS
When vr.o order your special
ever: IS ,ed seat tickets in
advance, the outside gate admis.
von ticket may be purchased for
750. (Admission at gate is $1.25)
Save Money — Sam Time
Get Better Semis — Avoid Long Lines
CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO
Starring in this attraction will be Roy
*Mr, Dale Evens and the Sons of
the Pioneers Ewe performances Fri
day. August 20. 000 p m Saturday,
August 21, 330 end 800 p.m.: Sun SPECTACULAR
day, August 22, 1:00 and 4:30 p.m. Country end Western Music fans won't
want to MIS, this show starring Jerry
Lee Lewis and Hank Williams, Jr
These are two great stars, plus Lois
Johnson. Lamar Morris. The Duke
of Paducah. Merle Kilgore end The
Cheatin Hearts, will be appearing in
two big shows at the Stadium as the
Kentucky State Pair and William HThe Blackwood Brothers, The Oak King Enterprises present Country-West-Ridge Quartet. 1 ET Sumner and the ern Spectacular. Saturday. August 28,Stamps Quartet. The Rambo', The at 3-30 pm. and 8
-30 pmStatesmen and Home Lister, Gene flow ManySmith and Cecil "Sonny" Simmons, Adults. $3 500 $2 50Mt. Thursday, August 19, 7 00 and Children 12 &under 1/2 price .9'30 p.m 3 30 p m. 830 p.m
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SNOW
Finest U.S. Show Horses Competing for over $111,000.
Wed., Aug 25. 730 p In How Many Fri Aug. 27. 7 30 p m How ManyRes Snits $2.50 0 . . Res Seats 82 50Thurs., Aug. 26, 7:30 pm Sat Aug. 28. 7 -30 p.m.Res Seats $2.50 Res. Seats 04 05 0
(Tickets for Monday and Tuesday owning performances are Adults, $1.00, Chi)dren 12 and under 50c. These tickets may be purchased night of performance
How Many
Adults 53 00 o 02 50 0 
Children 12 t under 1/2 price
Specific Time and Day
SONNY SIMMONS'
GOSPEL SING SPECTACULAR
Sand tickets to: Nem
Seed Check sr
Matey Order be:
How Many
Adults $2 50 0 $2.00 D
$1 .50 fl
Children 12 & under price
7 00 p m 0 9 30 p m
COUNTRY-WESTERN
Athlone
Cat:LEASE ENCLOSE STAMPED SELF-ADORtE.S.SED gELOPE(Meet sure your ticket order is filled la completely.)
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR TICKETS, P.O Box 21179, toui, Kviitorky 1,, ' I
Hiding is
NO substitute
tire ticket this fall," he said.
"Kentuckians know our candi-
dates can get the job done the
right way and in the interest
of the people — not in the hope
of perpetuating themselves."
Reynolds is a member of the
First Christian Church of Mar-
tin and is a World War II vet-
eran, He attended the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and Morehead
State University. He is active
in civic affairs and has been
elected to the Floyd County
Hall of Fame for his promo-
tion of the Prestonsburg Com-
munity College. He is a mem-
ber of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars; American Legion; Floyd
County PTA Council; and Ma-
sonic Lodge (John W. Hall
#650, Martin).
Gardner Given
Lovejoy Award
For Journalism
A Kentucky newspaper pub-
lisher who was forced out of
business by an advertisers'
boycott has won the annual Eli-
jah P. Lovejoy Award for cour-
age in journalism presented by
the Southern Illinois University
School of Journalism.
Ro Gardner, former publish-
er of the 1,600 - circulation
weekly Hickman (Ky.) Courier,
received the award at the open-
ing session Sunday night (July
18) in Carbondale of the Inter-
national Conference of Weekly
Newspaper Editors.
The Lovejoy prize is a memo-
rial to the pre-Civil War editor
of Alton, Ill., who was murdered
by a mob in 1837 for his aboli-
tionist editorials.
After taking over the Courier
in 1954, Gardner regularly
published unpopular articles
on a variety of local issues,
including race relations, but his
real financial troubles did not
begin until late in 1969. It was
then that rac ial strife broke out
in earnest at Fulton County
High School and Gardner took a
public stand against school offi-
cials and in favor of black stu-
dents and parents.
It was not until March, 1970,
however, that Gardner decided
to give up and leave Hickman.
In addition to the dwindling ad-
vertising revenues, Gardner
and his family were subjected
to repeated threats and intim-
idation, including middle-of-
the
-night phone calls, and Gard-
ner decided to get out for the
sake of his wife and children.
,.1Ior a PROfessionally planned
INSURANCE PROgram
Like the To011oh Ostrich, SOME Insurance agents seem to hide when you need certain kinds
of coverage. They pretend you wen.* there when you need help on a special Insuranceproblem, and hope you'll go away. Yciii WILL, too, to another insurance agent, and another.Save yourself ALL of that by dealing with your Independent Ineuranc• Agent FIRST. He
represents MANY insurance companies, so special coverage la no problem to him and noproblem for you. Every insurance need you have can be planned Into one program. YourIndependent Insurance Agent i• a PROfessional full-coverage planner, drawing from the
resources of the entire industry to 
 you FIRST PROtecting everything you work for.LET die others hide. See YOUR Independent Insurance Agent NOW.
WE PROTECT EVERYTHING YOU WORK FOR!
Sen. Hubbard Seeks
State Line Airport
First District State Sen.Car-
roll Hubbard of Mayfield told
members of the Murray Rotary
Club here yesterday that ef-
forts should be made to se-
cure a commercial airport for
the southernmost counties of
the Jackson Purchase.
Hubbard, speaking to 75 Ro-
tarians, said a study should
be initiated as to the possibility
of a commercial airport on
the Graves County, Ky. - Weak-
ley County, Tenn. line.
"Although a commercial air-
port is not among the top pri-
orities of the Purchase area,
such a faciljty would delpitely
benefit area efforts to acquire
new industries because this
is one consideration that any
prospective industry desires,"
Hubbard stated.
Hubbard said an airport lo-
cated on the state line would
benefit the cities of Murray,
Mayfield, Clinton, Hickman
and Fulton in Kentucky and
Tiptonville, Union City, Martin,
McKenzie, Greenfield, Dres-
den and Paris in Tennessee.
The costs of such a facility
would be paid not only by the
federal government but also
could be shared by Kentucky
and Tennessee since the air-
port could lie in both states.
Hubbard cited the Hopkinsville-
Clarksville, Tenn, airport near
Fort Campbell as an example
of the two-state plan.
The nearest commercial air-
ports presently serving the
nine-county area of far western
Tennessee and Kentucky are at
Jackson, Tenn. and eight miles
west of Paducah. KY.
"If it could be argued that
this area is too close to both
Jackson and Paducah airports,
then it definitely could be ar-
gued that the Owensboro air-
port is too close to Evans-
ville, Ind. and that the Hop-
kinsville-Clarksville airport
Is too close to commercial air-
ports at Bowling Green and
Nashville," Hubbard added.
Hubbard listed the main pri-
orities of the Jackson Purchase
area as seeking new industries
to help ease the present un-
employment crisis, improve-
ments in area elementary and
secondary schools, better rural
and secondary roads and the
four-laning of three major high-
ways — U. S. Highway 45 be-
tween Mayfield and Paducah,
U. S. Highway 641 between
Muruy and Benton and U. S.
Hightlay 51 between Fulton and
Wickliffe.
Shop in Fulton
HARRIS STATION—Photographers were few and far between In 1912 but the one who showed
up at Harris Station that year was a pretty good one because this picture has come through
the years in good shape. This picture is owned by Mrs. George Brockwell of Union City. At-
tending the school in that year were: Front row, from left, Luke Fukher, Johnnie Vaughn.
Paul Weaver, Buck Fulcher, Thomas Earl Hackett, Alvin Eddington, and Louise Shupe, and
second row, Lexie Vaughn, John Totten Verhine, Will D. Fry, Alvin Snow, Dewey Davis,
Dave Box, Milton Davis, Ebb Fulcher, and teachers, Miss Annie Lee Whit* and Lula White,
and third row, Gertiti Fokher,- Christine Demyers, Faye Verhine, Aletha Vaughn, Sallie Wilson
Brockwell, Laura Lou W , and back row, L. D. Allen, Harry Wayne Shupe, Ruby Griffin,
Venice Weaver, Sallie Allen, Doyle Davis, Ruby Vaughn and Mandy Fulcher.
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News From Our
Boys In The
SERVICE
FURTH, Germany — Army
Private Thomas W. Owens, 22,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Owens, Route 1, Fulton, Ky.,
recently was assigned to the
14th Finance Division near
Furth, Germany,
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky.—Army
Private Jimmy D. Smith, son of
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Smith, 827
Fairview Ave., Fulton, Ky., re-
cently completed eight weeks of
basic training at the U. S. Army
Training Center Ft. Campbell,
Ky.
He received instruction in
drill and ceremonies, weapons,
map reading, combat tactics,
military courtesy, military
justice, first aid, and army
history and traditions.
NORTH CHARLESTON, S. C.
— Captain (Doctor) Charles I.
Huddleston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Arch Huddleston of 406 Eddings,
Fulton, Ky., is a member of the
497th Military Airlift Wing at
Charleston AFB, S. C., which
has earned the U. S. Air Force
Outstanding Unit Award for the
fourth consecutive year.
Doctor Huddleston will wear
a distinctive service ribbon
marking his affiliation with the
, Military Airlift Command unit.
The 437th was cited for meri-
torious service In the perform-
ance of global airlift fromJune
1969 to June 1970. Duringthis
time, wing personnel completed
2,927 accident-free combat, re-
lief and resupply airlift mis-
sions in C-141 Starlifter and
C-5 Galaxy aircraft. They
transported 64,086 tons of
cargo and 197,214 passengers
to such diverse locations as
Vietnam and Lagos, Nigeria—
the latter during the Biafran
conflict,
Doctor Huddleston attended
Fulton High School and Murray
State University. He received
his B. S. and tvi, D. degree
from the University of Ten-
nessee.
His wife is the former Sandra
J. Bennett.
CAMP LEJEUNE, N. C. —Ma-
ine Private First Class Eddie
R. Dean, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie C. Dean of Route 1,
Hickman, Ky., was graduated
from Combat Engineer Batik
Specialist School at the Marine
Corps Base, Camp LeJeune,
N. C.
BAHREIN ISLAND — Navy
Chief Petty Offtcer William G.
Clark, son of Mr. and Mrs. Felix
M. Clark of 412 Carr St., Ful-
ton, Ky., has been selected to
participate in the Navy,. "USW.-
elate Degree Completion Pro-
gram, and will study at Pensa-
cola Junior College, Pensacola,
Fla.
He is now serving with Staff
of Commander Middle East
Force, Bahrein Island, Per-
sian Gulf.
He is a 1957 graduate of
Oliolona High School.
SF Methodist
Plans Revival
The South Fulton United
Methodist Church will hold a
revival Sunday, July 25 timing%
July 28.
Rev. Larry Smith, director of
the United Methodist Wedey
Foundation at UT tat Martin,
will be the guest evangelist.
Rev. Smith will preach at
the Sunday morning service at
11, and will speak at 7:30 p. m.
Monday through Wednesday.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
APPLICATIONS READY
Employment applications for
the new Hadley plant to open
man in Fulton will be available
at the Chamber of Commerce
office Thursday afternoon, July
29. The company, which manu-
factures adhesives tor com-
mercial use, will hire everyone
but a few supervisory person-
nel.
S. P. MOORE at CO
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 47/.11104
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Down. and McGee Carpeting
—
Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Executive
Clemency
Withheld
Gov. Whitfield Dunn has
rejected a recommendation that
he grant executive clemency to
a South Fulton man convicted
in 1960 °tithe pocket knife slay-
ing of his wife.
The Tennessee Board of Par-
dons and Paroles recommended
May 21 that clemency be grant-
ed Finis Ursery, convicted of
first degree murder in the death
of his wife and sentenced to 30
years in prison by an Obion
County Circuit Court jury.
Ursery pleaded innocent by
reason of temporary Insanity.
The parole board recommend-
ed that Ursery's offense be re-
duced to second degree murder
and his sentence reduced to 10
to 20 years, making him eligibl
for parole immediately.
Dale Young, staff assistant to
Gov. Dunn, said the governor
returned the recommendation
unsigned because he had re-
ceived ."numerous protests fol-
lowing the action on the case by
the State Board of Pardons and
Paroles."
5 ARRESTED
(Continued from Page One)
psychedelic posters, black
fluorescent lights and other pa ra-
fanalia usually associated with
Illegal drug activities.
Hill further stated that addi-
tional charges would probably
be brought against some of those
charged when laboratory reports
are received on various tablets,
liquids, powder s, and other
items found and confiscated.
Officers participating in the
midnight raid included Hill, state
troopers Harold Dacus and Louis
Todd, both assigned to duty in
Fulton County, commonwealth
detective Milford Jobe, and Ful-
ton County Sherri! Nelson D.
(Corky) Hill.
The five arrested were lodged
in the Fulton Ctunty Jail at
Hickman until a bond could be
set by Fulton County Judge
James C. Menees.
A hearing for the two juveni-
les has beep scheduled for July
27.
Hearings on the remaining
three accused will be on Aug.4.
Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
The Ford Team is
moving out'71 Fords...
make your move and save
Wait no longer! "Move 'em out" time is clearancetime. come get the year's biggest savings on all
Fords. All kinds of money-savers to choose from!
4110‘411111 „
Low-priced Pinto, already $149e less than Vega,
Is now at its lowest price this year. Includes
buckets, 4-speed stick, more, all standard.
a—ssisearir
Our clearance-priced Maverick, already $178*
less than Nova, also saves you money on gas,
oil, repairs. It's simple to park, drive, tool
PRICES WILL NEVER BE THIS LOW AGAIN! a
'Comparison booed on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for lowest priced models, compere* eedipprel.Neither price Includes accent group or while eidewall Wm. pictured above: they arsextra-oost options
VARDEN FORD SALES
FULTON, KY. PHONE 472-1621
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Deaths
Richard Pursell
Richard Little Pursell, well-
'mown farmer of the Crutch-
field community, died at 6:30
a. m. Wednesday, July 14, at
the Community Hospital in May-
field.
Born October 3, 1909, in
Weakley County, Tennessee,
Pursell, 61, was the son of the
late William Harris and Eliza-
beth Roffe Pursell. He was a
member of the Crutchfield Unit-
ed Methodist Church and a
World War H veteran.
Pursell had resided in May-
field for the past three years.
Survivors include his wife,
Sylvia Watts Pursell, to whom
he was married in 1955; a son,
Richard A. Pursell; a daugh-
ter, Miss Trecia Pursell of
Fulton; three stepdaughters,
Mary Lee Swift of Water Val-
ley, Sylvia Ann Crider of May-
field, and Beverly Myers of
Jacksonville, Florida; and nine
grandchildren.
Other survivors include four
sisters, Mrs. Hub Beard of Ful-
ton, Mrs. Eula Bradley of
Crutchfield, Mrs. Donna Byrd
of Mayfield, and Mrs. Maggie
Singleton of Plymouth, Michi-
gan; and two brothers, Turner
Pursell of Fulton and George
Pursell of Detroit, Michigan.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Friday, July 19, at the Horn-
beak Funeral Home Chapel. The
Rev. J. F. McMinn officiated,
and interment was in the Pleas-
ant View Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers were: James
Watts, Gene McKinney, Edmond
Watts, 011ie McClure, Bob Boaz
and Leonard Phelps.
Malcolm Wadlingion
Malcolm Wadlington, a toll
collector for the Kentucky State
Highway Department, died early
Thursday morning, July 15, In
the Fulton County Hospital, fol-
lowing a short illness.
Wadlington, 62, was a resi-
dent of Route 2, Wingo.
He was born in Parts, Ten-
nessee, January 12, 1909 and
was the son of the late William
Thomas and Maggie Wiggins
Wadlington.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Iva Wadlington; two
daughters, two sons, five
grandchildren, three brothers,
and two sisters.
Wadlington was a member of
the Grace Methodist Church.
Services were held Saturday
afternoon at 2 at the Jackson
Funeral Home in Dukedom.
The Rev. Charles Nelson of-
ficiated. Interment followed
In the Cuba Cemetery.
Roscoe Joyner
Roscoe Joyner, retired Obion
County farmer, Route 1, Union
City, died at 2:15 p. m. Tues-
day, July 14, at the Obion County
General Hospital, where he had
been a patient for about a week.
He was 88.
Born December 5, 1882, he
was the son of the late John
Lemuel Joyner and Mrs. Liza
Ann Beeler Joyner and a mem-
ber of the Sanders Chapel
United Methodist Church. He
and his wife, Mrs. Ola Vilanda
Canada Joyner, were married
in 1919.
Besides his wife, he leaves
a son, Randall Joyner of Route
1, Union City; two daughters,
Mrs. Tipton Lewis of Route 2,
Union City, and Mrs. Harry
Ingrum of Route 4, Fulton; a
brother, Moore Joyner of Ful-
ton; one sister, Mrs. Phoebe
Kelly of Union City; seven
grandchildren and several
nieces and nephews. A son, Dale
Alonzo Joyner, was killed In
action in 1943 during World
War II.
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Thursday, July 15, at White-
Ranson Funeral Home Memo-
rial Chapel, Union City. Inter-
ment was in Sanders Chapel
Cemetery.
Enda Vincent
The funeral of Mrs. Euda
Vincent, 80-year-old widow of
Jesse Vincent, was held Mon-
day, July 19, at 2 p. m. at the
Knob Creek Church of Christ.
Mrs. Vincent died suddenly
at her home in Dukedom on
Sunday morning, July 18, at
about 4:90 a. m.
Mrs. Vincent was the daugh-
ter of the late Bart and Locky
Virginia Dallas Austin. She is
Survived by one son, Granville
Vincent, Dukedom; one sister,
Mrs. Cantrell Witt, Dukedom;
two grandchildren, and one
great -grandchild.
She was a member of the
Kneb Creek Churoh.
Jacksqi Brothers' Funeral
Home of Dukedom was in charge
of the arrangements. Brother
Charles Houser officiated and
burial was in the Ptnegar Ceme-
tery.
YEN,
Daisy Grady
Mrs. Daisy Grady, lifelong
resident of this community,
died at 8 p. m. Tuesday, July
19, at Haws Memorial Nurs-
ing Home after a long illness.
She was 89.
Born January 22, 1882 in
Roanoke, Virginia, she was
the daughter of the late John
and Nettie Hicks Arnn. Her
family moved to Weakley
,
 Coun-
ty  Tennessee, when she WISS
small child.
She was a member of the
First United Methodist Church.
Survivors Include three
daughters, Mrs. Leon Hutchens,
South Fulton, Mrs. Roy Green,
Fulton, and Mrs. J. R. Hogan,
Fulton; two sons, J: Paul
Wright, Longview, Washing-
ton, and John Ernest Wright,
Canton, Ohio. Two sisters,
Mrs. Harold McCartney of
Akron, Ohio, and Mrs. Edgar
Hudkins of Louisville; nine
grandchildren, 14 great-grand-
children, and three great-
great-grandchildren also sur-
vive.
Services were held at 10 a. m.
Thursday, July 15 at Hornbeak
Funeral Home Chapel, with Rev.
William G. Adams officiating.
Interment was in Greenlee
Cemetery.
Active pallbearers were:
Jerry Green, Johnny Green,
Hugh Mac McClellan, Kenneth
Hutchens, Johnny Holland, and
Charlie Thomas.
Evelyn Anderson
Mrs. Evelyn Anderson died
Friday, July 16, at the Wood-
haven Medical Center in Louis-
ville. She had been ill for sev-
eral weeks.
She was the widow of the late
Bernice Anderson, who pre-
ceded her in death in 1932.
Mrs. Anderson is survived
by two sisters, Mrs. Elinor
Luten and Mrs. George Church,
both of Louisville. Robert Pols-
grove of Fulton is a nephew.
Funeral services were held
Monday, July 19, at 1 p. m. at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel. The services were
conducted by Rev. W. G. Adams
and burial was in the Fairview
Cemetery.
Bettie C. Wallace
The grandmother of Mrs.
Kenneth Turner of Fulton, Mrs.
Nettie C. Wallace, died at the
Tucker's Rest Home in May-
field Friday, July 16. She was
93.
Survivors include three sons,
four daughters, two sisters,
22 grandchildren, 33 great-
grandchildren and seven great-
great
-grandchildren.
Services were held Sunday,
July 18, at 3 fa. m. at the Little
Obion Church, of which Mrs.
Wallace had been a member.
The Rev. James Tharp and
Rev. J, M. Suthard officiated
at the services. Burial follow-
ed in the Little Obion Ceme-
tery.
Hopkins Funeral Home of
Wingo was in charge of the ar-
rangements.
• LATHAM
By Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Pen Foster returned from
the Henry County Hospital last
Tuesday after a three weeks'
stay. He is slightly improved.
Mrs. Emma Foster returned
from church last Sunday and
found all her family present
to celebrate her birthday.
Mrs. Gertrude Snider from
Tucson, Arizona, is vacationing
with her mother, Mrs. Otto
Price in Latham.
Mrs. Neal Ross returned
from the Baptist Hospital and
also the Fulton Hospital last
week, and is feeling some bet-
ter, but remains in bed.
Mrs. W. D. Winstead has
been hospitalized at the Fulton
Hospital for several days, suf-
fering from phlebitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Brad Childs and
girls of Dresden visited her
mother, Mrs. Mary Carney last
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marven Taylor
and children from Macon, Ga.,
are visiting Mrs. A. W. Simp-
son this week.
Jimmie Butcher remains
about the same, at his home
east of Latham.
Chess Morrison is about the
same. His visitors were: H. L.
Sadler, Duren Parker, Robert
and Randy Pogue, Ralph Mc-
Knight from Sheffield, Alabama,
Jim Travis, Mr. and Mrs. Har-
vey Vaughan, and Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Cummings.
Ulyess Dortch hasn't been
as well the past week.
"Oh give thanks to the Lord
of lords: for his mercy en-
dureth forever," Psalms 138:3
Greenfield Monument Works
W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472103
J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
— In Operation 64 'AIM'S —
Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
Greenfield
Phone 735-2211
• Chestnut Qlade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Another rainy Monday would
not have been chosen for this
community but all should be
so thankful that this immediate
community did not receive the
destructive hail that many
nearby areas suffered last week
that none should complain. In
fact, this immediate area has
been very furtunate all of this
season in receiving a sufficient
amount of rainfall.
The revival is in progress
at Sandy Branch this week with
services at 7.30 each evening,
Brother Troutner from Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, is the visiting
minister.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight
from Sheffield, Alabama, spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
D. J. Jones and Mk. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan. They attend-
ed the services at Oak Grove
Sunday morning.
D. J. Jones received a pain-
ful injury to his leg in an ac-
cident last Friday which has
caused him to be a shut-in.
Laverne Owensby returned
from the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis last Tuesday after
being a patient there since
June 15.
Jim Burke, who has been a
patient in the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis, was transferred
to the Fulton Hospital last
Monday. He is reported to be
improving.
Mrs. Neal Ross, who has
been in the Baptist Hospital and
Fulton Hospital the past several
weeks, seems to be improving
at her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brun-
dige and granddaughters Netra
and Donna from Nashville,
spent the day last Sunday with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ir-
vin Brimdige.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Joe
Reams are vacationing in St.
Louis. Mrs. Margie Graves
from Sheffield, Alabama, spent
the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and .Mrs. D. J. Jones.
HAWAII VISITORS
Mrs. James F. Haskins, Jr.,
and children of Kailu, Hawaii,
are visiting this week with Mr.
and Mrs. F. L. Bradley. Mrs.
Haskins is the daughter of Mr.
Bradley.
WEATHER REPORT
(Prom current readings and
records of Jim Hale. South
Fulton.)
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JUDGES
The Kentucky judicial retire-
ment system is seriously under.
financed, according to a legis-
lative report, and needs 9200,-
000—in addition to $500,000 al-
ready received—from the state
to maintain its solvency for the
reasonable future.
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Revival services at Good
Springs begin Sunday, July
25 each night at 7:45 con-
tinuing through Friday. Bro.
Gayle Barnes of Wingo will
assist the pastor, Rev. Oren
Stover. You are cordially in-
vited.
John Glisson came home
from the hospital at Millington
to spend the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verdell
Glisson and visited with Grace
Armstrong and Jimmie Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Burton
and daughter of Waterloo,
Ill., are visiting with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Dacus.
They have all just made a trip
to Texas to visit Mrs. Dacus'
uncles. She was pleased to
find them doing so well.
Company at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Jodie Hedge last Wed-
nesday were Mrs. Edith Lyons
of Obion and Herman Madding
of Hornbeak, sister and brother
of Mrs. Hedge.
Mrs. Loyd Watkins is doing
real well at her home recuper-
P-5 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, July 22, 1971
ating from recent surgery.
John R. Melton is in Lourdes
Hospital in Paducah where he
had surgery Monday.
Mrs. Will French has not
been as well as usual the past
few weeks and is under doc-
tor's treatment.
A gift tea was given for Debra
Watkins at Good Springs
Church. Co-hostesses for the
occasion were Kaye Alford,
Diane Johnson, Sarah Watkins
and Delores Young. Many
friends called and enjoyed
refreshments of punch and
cakes. An array of varied and
attractive gifts was received.
Debra, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Basil Watkins, will be married
to David Keith Dunn, son of Rev.
and Mrs. Keith Dunn, Bland-
vi I le, Kentucky, at Good Springs
Church on August 7. All friends
and relatives are invited to the
2 P. M. ceremony.
Quote from Rev. Oren Stov-
er's message: "A great tragedy
In the Christian world today is,
that little children have to goto
church camp or retreat in or-
der to sit down and talk to an
adult about their problems and
frustrations. They even, in
many cases, have to attend these
assemblies in order to talk to
a minister about their spiritual
life. How terrible it is that their
parents are so entangled in the
world's pleasures and desires
that it would embarrass them
If one of their children should
show a concern for being one
of God's little children. But so
goes the paralyzing effect of
sin in our community today."
"Brethren, pray for us." I
Thessalonians 5:25
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your Insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH, 111 JEFFERSON STREET
The Seventh-day Adventist Church is Christian and evangelical.
In church polity they Mow a highly representative form of church
government. Sessions of their General Conference. constituted of
delegates chosen on a membership basis from the various compon-
ent parts of the organization throughout the world. The Seventh-
day Adventist do not regard themselves as simply one more church
body in the world, but as a prophetic movement having the ever-
lasting gospel to proclaim in what they believe to be the setting
of "the hour of God's judgement."
Seventh-day Adventist have no formally adopted creed. The
simple 9tatement of Faith, appearing annually in their "Year-
book" is based, they believe, wholly on the Bible. Seventh-day Ad-
ventist Mold that the second coming of Christ has ever been the
hope of the New Testament Christian Church, ever since it was or-
ganized by the Lord Jesus Christ before His crucifixion.
W. TRAVIS SMITH
Paster
• S.
The Fulton Seventh-day Adventist Church um organized in
1934. And is one of 17,000 churches in the wor4d organization with a
membership of over 2 million. The church is working in 193 coma-
tries of the world and in over 900 languages and &dada
In addition to the 17,000 churches, they operate 886 Institutions,
4,606 schools, 46 publishing houses, and 304 medical institutions. The
total given of tithes and offerings for 1969 (Latest available)
9195,235,352.13, or a per capita world average of 5113.88.
The present minister is Pastor W. Travis Smith. Come end visit
your friends, the Adventist. Church services are held each Saturday
morning: Sabbath School at 9:30 A. M. and the worship service at
11:00 o'clock.
You are cordially invited to come and worship with US.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Bartarifin, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 477-9068
E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Hickman South Fulton Union City
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 172-1361
Hickman-Fulton IL E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrkally"
Hickman, Ky.
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. 734-7.655
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Hornbeak Funeral Home
WI Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 471-1412
Turner's Pure Milk Ca.
At the Store—or at your deer
Fulton, Ky. 471-3311
Henry I. Siegel Company. Ina,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69491
Clinton, Ky. 61113-2771
•••
Top: Jack Austin, right, and Willis Crumble, left, survey the sight left by the "litter bug
lawbreakers" who managed to foul the scenery and endanger a public road with their garbage.
Bottom: Glass, boxes, caroet--the scene looks more like a city dump than a much-traveled
road. The debris at the city dump would probably be much neater, though, and surely much
safer than trying to drive through this muck.,
County 4-H
Members In
Food Judging
On June 17, 78 youth from
Fulton County participated in a
4-H Food Judging Activity at
the Fulton City Park. The pur-
pose of this event was to give
the young people an opportunity
to learn to shop wisely and
economically.
After training was given by
Purchase Area Extension As-
sistants of the Expanded Food
and Nutrition Program of the
University of Kentucky Coop-
erative Extension Service, the
youth judged the following situ-
ations: Choosing the proper
snack from the Basic Four Food
Groups; Correct Food Choices
for the Teenager; Better Buys
in Meat; Prepared or Conven-
ience Foods; Best Buys in Milk;
Best Buys in Eggs; Canned
Fruits and Vegetables; and
Frozen Fruits and Vegetables.
On June 24, this youth par-
ticipated in judging clothing
and home furnishings, thus
learning to select and refinish
furnishings for their rooms,
and to select proper clothing.
A picnic lunch was enjoyed
before the recreation in the
afternoon. A junior and senior
winner will be chosen from this
group to attend the state fair
in August
SCEARCE HITS TOP
Congratulations to Prudent-
ial Insurance agent Tommy
Scearce Avho has attained the
"Top of the Rock" position in
his business for providing a
million dollars in protection for
his policy holders. It's his third
JIM STARE
(Continued from Page One)
Right now, Stark and the Com-
missioners of South Fulton are
"doing something" on three
big issues of the city: the for-
mulation of a city employee
pension plan; new road im-
provement plans; and the de-
signing of a swimming pool
and park facility for the city.
"These are really the main
things that I'm interested in
right now. Of course, !will nat-
urally devote most of my time
attempting to build up the in-
dustry here."
Stark comeS to the city with
high credentials: He has a bach-
elor's degree from Ouachita
University in Arkansas; a mas-
ter's from the University of
Kansas; and three years ex-
perience as the assistant city
manager at Miamisburg, Ohio
He and his wife. Carolyn,
had planned to take a summer-
long vacation this year, but when
approached with the job oppor-
tunity in South Fulton, felt "it
was just too good an oppor-
tunity to pass up. And after
we checked into South Fulton—
and liked what we found — we
packed up and came down here."
Has the town lived up to the
first impression it afforded the
Starks? The answer came
quickly from Stark, "We like
it; and we're looking forward
to meeting more and more of
the South Fulton and Fulton peo-
ple."
TWO COUNTY RACES
The office of sheriff and
county aseessor are the only two
races to be decided RI the
Onion County Democratic Pri-
mary set for August 7. Four
candidates are running for as-
sessor and six for itheriff.
!lore ;it
(Ill Il/C / I,
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air
-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Self Service Laundromat
Free-Self parking at your
door
Prsol Table
Shuffleboard
Free golf next block
New Color T.V. 8 Phones
in all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Cade Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Americard
Charges
34-HOUR SWITCH OOOOO SERVICEWhisperin4, Palms
Resort Motel
• Conveniently Located—
lust minutes to all day or
night activities
--Directly on
the ocean
Write or Call for Brochures
and rate Charts
D. J. Clark
-Owner-Manager
Phone
-305-947-2613
1,-/901 COLLINS AVENUE MIAMI FiFACH FLA 31160
POLLUTION
(Continued from Page One )
house on his farm on the road
that runs parallel to the air-
port.
Describing the road as "a
public dumping place for
years," Austin noted that he had
in the past made an effort to
clean up a portion of it once
or twice a year. "I'd never
seen anything like this, though."
Now, although the "mess," as
Austin termed it, has been
cleared away, the feeling of dis-
gust they litter bugs created
has not.
"Something like this is a dis-
grace to people and to Fulton,
too," Austin commented
grimly.
HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
Wednesday, July 21:
HILLVIEW
Annie Mae Brown, _ Crutch-
field; Terry Mitchum, Hick-
man; Ernestine Crass, Water
Valley; Michael Carr, Wingo;
Mary Lou Bevins, Doris Algee,
Wilma Cloys, Jennie French,
Mary Elizabeth King, South
Fulton; Barbara Patterson,
Angela Henson, Cecil Wilkins,
Mettle Rice, Inez Thompson,
Fulton.
FULTON
Flora E. Brandon, Amy Dick,
Bardwell, Ona Williams, Duke-
dom, Charles E. Bennett, Water
Valley, Arthur Bugg, Eugene
Scott Holt, Nancy Ladd, Maude
Hutchinson, Buford Walker,
Clinton; Flora Chambers, Hick-
man; Birdie Hutson, Michael
Vie, Wingo; Robbie Clifton
Frank H. Gibbs, Buna C. Har-
dy, Mace Rose, South Fulton;
Ira Armstrong, Jim Burke,
Sidney L. Carver, Patsy Col-
lier, Coz,etteHill, Georgia Hill,
H. E. Hyland, Eunice Jackson,
Bud Matheny, Maude Matheny,
Mary Nowlin, Brenda Reid,
Burnie Stallins, Calvin Thom-
as, Hattie Vanderford, Lena
Watts, Coleen Wilette, B. V.
Witherspoai, Barney Yates,
Fulton.
IN JACKSON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Rachel Hagler of East
State Line underwent surgery
recently at the Madison County
General Hospital in Jackson,
Temiessee.
ILL IN HOSPITAL
Clarence Cook, brother-in-law
of Mrs Boss Neeley, is serious-
ly ill at the Western Baptist
Hospital in Paducah.
Cubb Stokes Story Looks Like
Bat-boy To Big Pro Leagues
by Jayiet Pogue
You've heard the old "local
boy makes good" stories for
years, yet still they hold an
aura of interest for the home
town readers.
For Cubb Stokes, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Stokes, Jr., his
story — while it, Is far from
finished — has a beginning that
can only be described as the
answer to a dream.
"I've always loved baseball
and now, to be playing on acol-
lege team and to seem to be
doing pretty good, is one of the
greatest things ever. It gives
me hopes that I can really do
what I've always wanted, to
play on a team as a pro base-
ball player."
The college team Cubb refers
to was the University of Ten-
nessee at Knoxville Volunteers
(better known as the Vols), and
his mention of "doing pretty
good" was backed up by the
University's ball coach, Bill
Wright.
"Cubb did a very fine Job
last year on the freshman
team," Coach Wright comment-
ed. "He was the best defensive
first baseman we had, and led
the team with a batting aver-
age of over .400.
.We anticipate seeing him
play a great deal on the var-
sity team as a sophomore next
year. In fact, we're Just really
pleased with the way he has
progressed and think he will be
an outstanding ass et to the
team."
For Cubb, the Knoxville team
is the culmination of 13 years
of devotion to the sport. He
began "playing" — if a bat boy
Persons Losing
Driver's Permits
Are Announced
their drivers license for the
week ending July 9, 1971, as
released by the Department of
Public Safety to the Traffic
Safety Coordinating Committee:
FULTON COUNTY
Bobby Ray Spencer, P. 0.
Box 261, Hickman, Kentucky,
24, DWI, 12-26-71.
Paul B, Roberts, Route #4,
Hickman, Kentucky, 37, DWI,
12-14-71.
Melvin Collier Burge, Route
#2, Hickory, Kentucky, 45, DWI,
1-22-74.
George Thomas Ramsey,
Rbute #2, Hickman, Kentucky.
29, DWI, 12-28-71.
HICKMAN COUNTY
Eugene Lee Wilmurth, 406
N. Jefferson, Clinton, Kentucky,
33, DWI, 12-28-71.
Charles Richard Muncell, 125
Barclay Street, Clinton, Ken-
tucky, 39, PSS, 6 months.
GRAVES COUNTY
Thomas Glen McClaren,
Route #1, Boaz, Kentucky, 19,
DWS, 11-28-71.
DE Students Can
Have Camp Week
Local Distributive Education
students have the opportunity of
spending a week atCampClem-
ents, a new million dollar facil-
ity near Nashville, Tennessee,
For $18, the students may
spend the week of August 9
through 13 enjoying all kinds
of sporting activities, includ-
ing swimming in an Olympic
size pool.
DE teacher-coordinators will
serve as counselors along with
the regular camp staff. Girls
will have special accommoda-
tions with proper supervision,
Wyatt Cunningham, director of
the local DE program, assured.
Interested parents and stu-
dents should contact Cunning-
ham at 479-1993 for further
details.
IN LOVING MEMORY
of our Mother, Mrs. Maude
Williams who passed away July
22, 1970.
"Always kind to us was Mother
Always good and brave and
true.
Though her tasks were often
heavy,
She would always see them
through
Never cared for fame or for-
tune,
Never sought the spotlight's
glare
Always working, sacrificing,
Never failed to do her share.
Now she's resting up in Heaven,
In that blessed land above;
Where there's no more pain or
SOTTMV,
Only joy and peace and love."
Submitted by her daughters
the former Allie, Myrtle and
Opal Williams.
can be termed part of the
teaml—when he was six years
old. He played every summer
after that and attended six
summer sessions at the Mickey
Owens Baseball School in Mil-
ler, Missouri.
He played in high school all
four years and was named most
valuable player in addition to
being chosen best hitter and
best defense player two years.
This summer he served as
counselor at the first session
of the U-T at Knoxville All-
Sports Camp and is playing
baseball with the American
Legion team in Union City.
Along with playing baseball,
Cubb has enjoyed watchingthe
sport for years. He has made
sort of a hobby having his pic-
ture taken with many of the big
names on the St. Louis Cardi-
nal's team: Bob Gibson, Lou
Brock, Mike Shannon, and many
others.
Will Cubb ever achieve his
goal of professionalism? May-
be, maybe not. But according
to Coach Wright, Cubb will
most assuredly be "pro ma-
terial in Just another couple
of years if he keeps improv-
ing as much as he has done in
the past few years."
Leaking like many of them "before end after" ads, these pic-
tures of Cobb Stokes (number 0 in the top picture) show that
he may have changed in his looks but definitely not in his loyal-
ty to baseball. The top picture was taken when Cubb was
seven, and the team is the Stokes Corvaire. Can you identify the
other boys?
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REUNION 
Jimmie Lewis, Thomas Peerey,
Ralph Stephenson, Russell 'Tra-
• vis, Raymond Tucker, Henry
(Continued from page one.) Tully, Tom Underwood, J.
the reunion was made upof Mr. Walker, Glenn Weatherspoon,
Trees as chairman, Miss Jewell and Randall Willey.
as secretary and Mrs. Morgan Class of 1941—Carolyn At-
Omar as treasurer. Appointed kills, Elizabeth Joan Baucom,
as secretaries to handle the Rena Katherine Brittain, Mil-
affairs of their classes were: dred Brooks, Lucy Jane Dallas,
Mrs. Bolin, class Of 1939; Mrs.  Patricia Dawson, Virginia Hol-
Gloria Stephens, Class of 1940; ly, Virginia Ann Hill, Lillian
Ouida Jewell, Class of 1941 Jane Homra, MarthaNell Hous-
and Mrs. Flynn Powell, Class of ton, Oulda Jewell, Mary Cary
1942. Johnson. Mary Neal Jones, Bar-
Perhaps it can be said that tie sue Meacham, Massie Mor-
the four classes have graduated gan, Mary Browder Paschall,
from Fulton High School, but Elizabeth Ann Payne, LOOZO
they are making arrangements Cortex Bethel, Carl Edwin Bon-
to see that they are not forgot- durant. Charles A, Browder,
ten. A $100 scholarship has Leslie Earl Bryan, Carl Edward
been awarded for the past five Buckingham, MiltonNeel Craw-
years to a deserving high school ford Robert f mils Davis- Edgar
senior. The treasury was a lit- Drysdale, James Howard Ha-
tie depleted to continue the gan, Jack Cook Hart, William
award but Milton Crawford Bryan Hassell, David Homra,
'41, Harold Mullins '42 and George Thomas James, Jr.,
J. W. Fortner '39 each gave Virgil KingWill Taylnr Lee,
one hundred dollars towards the Charles itaymond Looney, Rob-
scholarship for the next five ert E. Lynch, Charles Merville
years. The balance Into be se- Mullins, Richard Rucker, Joe
cured by contributions from Woodfin Trees, Delbert Eugene
oilier class members. Thompson, Joe Browder Wil-
Five years from now, the Hams, and Ralph Winstead.
class will meet again. David Class of 1942—Sara Nelle
fHoor 
the
ea owas 
rganization.
.das chairman Alexander, Betty Jean Bowles,
Doris Branch, Ruth L. Browder,
For the graduates of the Ful- Linda Harper Campbell, Grace
ton High classes of 1939,1940, Cavender, Sue Elizabeth Clem-
1941 and 1942 there will never ants, Sara Katheryn Collins,
be a theme song of "Auld Lang Donna Jean DeMyer, Martha
Smyeneet.'AgainFor.,:hse kindred souls Ellen Dailey, Sara Mae Evans,
the prevailing tune is" 'Til We Pauline Haman, Betty Sue Hous-
ton, Virginia Louise Howard,
With the sadness of a world Clarice Lee, Margaret Virginia
war that binds them together, Melton, ,..,1dred Mount, Anna
and the happiness of school Jean Norris, Norma Katherine
years that motivates their Samons, Marilyn Ann Shankle,
lives, you can just bet that Elizabeth Kavanaugh Smith,
to whatever plateaus of time Martha Isbell Strayhorn, Glyn
they achieve, or whatever prob- Dean Bard, William A. Cannon,
lems they might encounter in Jr., Shelby Clay Davis, Doyle
ways 
Bendeavors  lton, t o 
them.
voFrus Tbe,rte'IlAj C. Frields, Eugene Hannah,
Fred Terry Hassell. William
Here are the members of the Russell Humphrey, Jerry
respective classes: Jones, Hugh Mac McClellan,
Members of the four classes Harold Gordon Mullins, William
are: Class of 1939—Jane Alley, Preston Reed, J. Mack Scates,
Myrtle Binkley, Mary Neil Bow: James Shelby, Jack Ramsey
den, Cavita Brown, Rosemary Snow' jr" Layne Emerson
Burgess, Juanita Chetham, Spence, ,Jon William Tosh,
Margaret Clark, Norma Davis. William Earl Willey, and AtlynEdward Willingham.
RLucille 
ebecca EDadwviars,,,asJan, weiEndr Dedans, s an inavEar
Etheridge, Carbilene Gardner,
Betty Goldsmith, Betty Joran,
Ruth Knighton, Mailha Sue iias- Stotwoon Martin & Union City
ale, !Alcoa Ann McGee, Dorothy
Monroe, Maryl Lee Roberts,
Armbruster, James L. 
STARTS TUESDAYbe
Dortha Webb, Treva Whayne,
Fields. J. W. Fortner. W O. 
JULY 20 - 21 - 22
Batts, Fred Brady, Jr., Leon
Greer, Jr., Clyde Hill, Jr., 
DOUBLE FEATURE
Paul Leine, Jr., Glenn Mc-
Alister, Donald McCrite, Al-
bert Moss, Jarrell Stockdale,
Charles Thomas, Almus Under-
wood, Jack Wellons, Paul Wll-
ley, Clyde Williams, Jr., and
Edward Wolberton.
Class of 1940—Mary Ethel
Allen, Filya Anderson, Dorothy
Arnold,—Rachel Baldridge, Jo-
sephine Brady, Lucille Clapp,
Joan Collier, Mary M oze I le M. A. S. H. (F0
Crafton, Jonelle Elam, Martha
Sue Ashley, Louise Haney, Vir-
ginia Holmes, Marjorie Kelton,
Maurine Ketcham, Martha Sue 
King, Phyllis Kramer, Helen
Neal, Gloria Nelms, Polly
Owen, Danis Parham, Ellen
Jane Purcell, Betty Ann Reed,
Mary Norman Weatherspoon,
James Burton, Jerry Cavender,
Edmond Finch Cook, Wiley
Cowell, K. P. Dalton, Jr., Hat-
ford Duke, Hugh Earle, O. D.
Elam, James Godfrey, Felix
Gossurn, Elmus Lynn Houston.
The Big Doll House (ID
— AND —
Student Nurses (R)
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
JULY 23 -24
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK
— AND —
Pleasure Seekers (MI
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
JULY 25 - 26 -27
DOUBLE FEATURE
Private Duty Nurses (R)
— AND
Angels DI. Hard (ED
CORRECTION:
The News and Shopper regret that through
an error in the LIBERTY FOOD STORE ad
this week (see second section, page 3) the
price of CANTALOUPES was inconctly
stated. The item should have read thus:
. AlrIIIAIIIIIIIIIIIIFAVAIIIIIIrIIVAIP'IlIIIIIIRAVAIIIIIIIIIIIMIAIAPAIVAIIAIIIIIIAIIIIIr1
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"Selling 44 Choice Holstein Heifers" a
These heifers are the type Holsteins that aver-
age from 1050 to 1200 rounds. They are cilia to
start calving August 8th. The actual breeding
dates will be announced the day of the sale.
Mr. R. V. Henry sold his dairy herd in 1968.
Shortly after this he purchased these heifers
out of New York when they were only 5 days
old. They have been raised right on this farm
since that time. These are quality heifers with
a lifetime of production ahead.
All animals will have individual healih certifi-
cates and each animal sold to have 4 open quar-
ters.
EQUIPMENT
1965 Chevrolet Pick-up
6 Cylinder, Radio and Heater, one owner,
29,000 actual miles, has stock rack with
top.
Ford 4000 Tractor
Select-O-Speed, In Good Condition
Freeman Hydrolic Loader
"Be Sure and Attend This Sale"
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT—
Mr. and Mrs. R. V. Henry, Owners
RI. 1, Paris. Tennessee, Phone 642-2219 or
Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
Off. First Federal Bldg. 587-4722 or 587-3801
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
Night: Marvin E. Alexander 587-4568 or Wendell Alex-
ander 364-2855 — license No. 67
"More people are selling the Alexander Way"
Write for a brochure on our home, business & Farm Listings.
(11L4 h.. i(011FOWi
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Women Have Equal
Rights With Men
On Retirement Date
CHICAGO' A woman
cannot be forced to retire at an
earlier age than a man, the 7th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has
ruled.
The unanimous decision
Wednesday by a three-judge-
panel held that a retirement plan
based on sex violates the 1964
Civil Rights Act and is "tan-
tamount to discharge."
The court ruled in the case of
Ann Bartmess who sued a South
Bend, Ind., brewery, Drewrys
Limited U.S.A., and Local 275,
International Union of United
Brewery and Distillery Workers
of America which negotiated a
contract that held the retirement
age for women at 62 and that for
men at 65.
Miss Bartmess is suing for
three years salary from the firm.
Few people compl ain
about being over-rewarded
by life's fortunes.
Termed Ridiculous
NASHVILLE, Tenn A
top labor official has termed Gov.
Winfield Dunn's appointment of a
Chattanooga banker to the post of
labor commissioner as
"ridiculous."
Mathew Lynch, president of the
Tennessee State Labor Council,
said Dunn's appointment Friday
of Ben C Gibbs to the post is an
affront to working men.
OUTSIDE WHITE
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT
$5.99 Value
$3.99 Gal.
WE MAKE KEYS
Railroad SIIIVOI•
Lake St. Fulton, Ky.
11121E2E4i
Ray's Fish Sandwich 45c
A Family Restaurant
FINAL CLEARANCE
Ladies Shorts
AND
Scooter Skirts
1/2 PRICE
Ladies Slacks
ONE GROUP
Now Reduced To
1/2 PRICE
er,
Ladies Hot Pants
and Shorts Sets
REDUCED TO
1/2 PRICE
ONE GROUP OF
LADIES JEANS
Only $2.00
Childrens Shorts
Denim, Knits, Prints and Solids
EASY
CREDIT
TERMS
1/2 PRICE
1 Boys Fast-Back No-bron.DRESS JEANS
Sizes 6-18; Reg. $3.99
Now $2.00
MENS FAST-BACK
DRESS JEANS
No-Iron; Reg. $4.99
Now $3.00
Boys Sport Shirts
Sizes 6-18: Perma Press
Now $1.00
LADIES SQUAW BOOTS
$3.00
LADIES SWIM SUITS
1/2 PRICE
ONE TABLE OF
Children Shoes
$3.00 Values!
Now $1.66
One Rack Of Ladies
Summer Shoes
Values To $8.00
Now $1.50 to $3
P. N. HIRSCH a CO.
611 Ereellee, 16•0011b1Sne 110 -5 Itia-THUR MU. -
The tni s a great enemy The best way to a person's, 
to conversation.
Of interest to Homemakers
heart is through your heart. No one is interested
— your excuses.
in
CLIP THESE COUPONS
• *. ,
Wednesday and Thursday, July 21, July 22
5- HAMBURGERS - - 99c
(With This Coupon)
Burger Bar West State Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
m it...""004 ,
--••••••••-
1.1,irr,14111690'
Wednesday and Thursday. July 21, July 22
4- CHEESEBURGERS 99c
(With This Coupon)
Burger Bar West State Line at College
FULTON, KY.
(Regular price without coupon)
,rni611 ...
•
urger bar
"WEST 
 STATE LINE AT COLLEGE FULTON, KY.
SUPER SAVINGS
At Evans Drug
Thopms
Bayer Aspirin
100's
Reg. $1.17
88c
SCOPE
Super
-Size
Reg. $2.65
$1.29
CREST
T. Paste (Family Size)
Reg. $1.09
NOW
Creme Rinse
16 oz, Reg $1.89
$1.19
PULL
Shampoo
16-oz; Reg. $2.15
4-oz; Reg. $1.09
69c
Intensive Care
10
-oz. Lotion
Reg. Price $1.19
GOING OUT
OF  BUSINESS 
SATURDAY IS THE
LAST DAY
Everything must go regardless of Cost.
Ladies Dress and Casual Shoes Ladies Boots
Handbags B. F. Goodrich Tennis Shoes
 dine
BLACKWELL'S
CANCELLATION SHOE STORE
SOUTHERN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER SOUTH FULTON
Happiness adds up to
different things for every
?Mon-
FORSYTHE ;
2
Cabinet Shop
". Complete Kitchen
: remodeling service
308 Broadway.
Martin, Term.
Across from
Martin Carpet Center
Day 587-4157 RIM 587-6077
 IciiaCKSCIPM.
32.3c School Tax Rate
Is Approved In Graves
The Graves Fiscal Court today
unanimously approved a tax
rate of 32.3 cents for the county
schools for the 1971-72 school
year.
The tax rate, adopted by the
Graves County Board of Educa-
tion at its regular July meeting,
was presented to the court by
as last year's, is the lowest tax
rate in the history of Graves
County schools and represents
a decrease of 7.9 cents from the
rate two years ago.
The school board, at Its July
meeting, also adopted an esti-
mated general budget of $2,180,-
557.94 for the 1971-72 school year.
C. H. Watson, Farmington,
James B. Deweese, county sup- chairman of the county board of
erintendent of schools. education, said the low tax rate
The 32.3 c_ents rate, the same was made possible by substan-
tial increases in property assess-
ments.
PEACH
WM/ TIME
AT
FLIPPER PEACH FARM!
-Now Picking -
RED HAVEN (Yellow Freestone) Real good
for Freezing, canning or pickling!
We have 350 trees ready for picking. BRING
YOUR OWN containers and pick them your-
self for $3.00 per bushel.
(We will have peaches already picked for
$4.00 per bushel)
Located seven miles from Fulton on the Ful-
ton-Union City highway. Turn right at sign
approximately one mile south of the Drive-In
Theatre.
FLIPPEN'S PEACH FARM
TELEPHONE 885-2529
He also said the 32.3 centa
rate will bring in about $382,000
for the county schools, or ap-
proximately the same as last
year.
Deweese said the 32.3 cents
rate is not only the the lowest
in the history of Graves County
schools, but is also one of the
lowest rates In the entire state.
By comparison, Deweese cited
tax rates of neighboring school
districts stating McCracken
County has a 41.8 rate, Ballard
County 54.2, Paducah city 83.1.
Fulton city 50.0, and Mayfield
city 89.0 (Including voted taxes).
Never expect good luck
to make up for loafing.
Mayfield School Bids
Are Being Analyzed
Hal Perry, Benton, and Hartz- The new school will be con-
Kirkpatrick, Owensboro, are the structed in southeast Mayfield.
apparent low bidders on the new The existing Mayfield High
Mayfield High School complex School will be remodeled and
Bids were opened here this af- converted into a middle school.
ternoon.
The two bids were so close
that the actual low bidder may
not be known for a week co
more. As one school official
said, "It's just too close to call
at this moment."
The bids have been turned
over the the architectural firm,
Luckett & Farley, Louisville,
and to the school board's at-
torney to be analyzed. The base
bid included 11 alternates.
City superintendent Don
Sparks said a contract will be
awarded as soon as the low bid-
der has been determined.
Other firms bidding on the
82% million project included:
A. D. Roe C o., Louisville;
Daniel Construction Co., Lex-
ington; Ernest Simpson Con-
struction Co., Glascow; and Seth
E. Giem & Associates, Paducah.
School officials are hopeful Chuck Roast. LB.
that construction can begin this
summer, and that the new faci-
lity will be ready for use be
September, 1972.
Save on Your Fall Coa
uring Our Annual elp
PRE-FALL
coar
sas
Choice of
Trimmed and
Untrimmed Styles
Reg. '25 Values
SPECIAL
18
• Red
• Royal
• Camel
• Brown
• Black
• Gray
• Oatmeal
• Tan
Save a whopping 87.00 on
your new coat for fall!
Choos• from double
breasted laminated diag-
onals with shawl lamb col-
lar or soil notched collar
...laminated ombr•plaids
with lamb or self collars
... laminated oatm•al
tweeds with lamb collars
. and sail-collared box
tweeds. Sizes e to 16; 10
to 18; 166Ih to 224,
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About 300 Young Adults
Have Registered To Vote
When Obion Countians turn out
tug. 7 to nominate a sheriff and
pn assessor of property, an
tstimated 300 young people, aged
18 through 20, will be eligible to
4,ote for the first time.
Mrs. Mary Gant, registrar for
)he Obion County Election
Commission, said 138 persons,
about 75 per cent of them between
18 and 21, jammed her court-
house office Wednesday, the
final day for registration for
those desiring to vote in the
upcoming Democratic primary.
"We've been traveling around
the county off and on for the past
two weeks, condocting
registration clinics in various
cothmunities," Mrs. Gant said.
The clinics, she added, were held
in South Fulton, Obion, Kenton,
Troy and Hornheak
"We had more than 19,000
registered voters a few months
ago and, with the relatively
heavy registration we've had
recently, we might have close to
15,000 persons eligible to vote in
the primary next month," said
DUKEDOM BANK
-New Banking Hours -
8:30 A. M. - 2:30 P. M. Daily
Effective August 1, 1971
CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY WEDNESDAY
UPER-RIGHT
BLADE CUT
CHUCK ROAST
LB.
ENGLISH or
ARM CUT (LAST YEAR LB. 119e73
BONELESS (LAST YEAR LB. 99c) 78t
Chuck Roast LB
3-1b. Pkg or more
Ground Check LB.78
SOUP (LAST YEAR LB. 75c) r
Cluck.. LB.))
14 LOIN (LAST YEAR LB. BSC)
SLICED INTO
Pork Chops , ..750
PLATTER SLICED
Bacon
Ground Beef 
(.AP 'N JOHN'S
Fish & Chips
LB 54
16 OZ.69t
 PKG.
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
Sheik Beans  CANS... ald • • • • CANS]
VARIAN
STOKELY
5607 luvnn STOKELY BA 16 OZ.$ 00
STOKELY
Got Green Beam.
STOKELY CREAM STYLE
Golden Corn 
STOKELY WHOLE KERNEL
Golden Con 
STOKELY WHOLE KERNEL
White Corn
DETERGENT
Irmo 2 LB. 6 OZ BOX 93c
DETERGENT
DETERGENT
SI 1111.111110 2 L.84.960zZ BOX 93C
ADVANCED
ADDthy 11 
 B0x93t
Al 
COLDwATER 
3L5 I 02 BOX egc
AN 3 LB. 1 OZ. BOX 119(
DISHWASHER
Al 35 ol, BOX 77c
Liouw
Dews PT. 6 0
UOUID 
(21Z.BBTILL.6383(t
LIQUID
Lax. 
BEAUTY SOAP 
OT. BTL 94MA 
LUZ 2 CT. PRO 45C
BATH SOAP
2 BATH io,Rs47tUl
BA
sinney 
TH SOAP
mi  BATH BARS 25c. IN 
SHORTENING
grin G ENT 3 LB. CAN 97tSee , 3 U. 107. •ox89t
LIQUID
Swim rr. 6oz. frt. at
Save&
16 OZ
*1 00 STOKELY CUT sz
Green Beans 32cAzs $1001707 $11 00
CANS • • 
STOKELY
OZ 00
,70100SCANS.. Sheltie Beans328,ANs••
CANS • • •
T
ST
o
0
m
KE
at
LY 
46 OZ $1
o 
Juke 
CANS 351707$1100 MORTON FROZEN 14 OZ $1 00
005
3 
& P FROZEN
FRENCH FRIES
fl 00
Cream Pies.... .PiEs
SAVE 29
2 LB.
BAGS
Toothpaste PIA4...2 OZ 9,„BEs Sjt
ARE
Fruit Drinks 346 0E $1 00CANS...
Zr OFF MARGARINE
Blue Bonnet 3 I LB $11 00PKGS
CREST 20c OFF
A & P FROZEN
Onion Riess
CONCENTRATE (116 OFF)
3 70Z 
$100PKGS...
507 $128
Prell Shampoo TUBE,..
Secret Spray 4C'Ctili 88tDEODORANT
AP t,y0,10,10,10,t00,10 tiyAp Ap ,t
PLAIN or SELF-RISING
GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR 5 LW SAG 494
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Oidy Al ASP Food Mors
Coups. Good TUN Sot July 14
Rog. PH.. WIthetil Coupon
I Coupon PS Co.,....
BISCUIT MIX
BISQUICK
0001. BOX
YELLOW
Squash
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, July 22, 1971 Page 2
during the past few days, since a
Mrs. Gant.
The registrar said an estimated 
constitutional amendment giving
them the vote in all elections
250 young people have registered became the jaw of the land,
PUBLIC SALE
- Liberty Community -
Saturday, July 24, 1971 1 P. N.
Mrs. A. G. Campbell Estate
Located 21/2 Mlles South East of Cayce, Ky.
on Liberty Church Road. Between 94 and 166
Highways, Watch for the Sale Arrows.
SELLING TO SETTLE THE ESTATE
House hold - Antiques - Appliances
(Plenty of Shade)
JOE CAMPBELL, Executor
COL. RUBERT AINLEY and Associates
(AUCTIONEERS)
PHONE 822-3593 and 472-1371
"GIGANTIC"
DOLLAR SALE
CONTINUES!
LOOK AT THESE PRKESI
CAN YOU BEUEYE ITI
(PIKES GOOD MAU SAT, JIM 24)
SUPER-RIGHT
CHUCK STEAK
LB.
RED RIPE
Watermelons 
JUICY SWEEI
Poodles 
EAcH9UV °aka! 3".494
YELLOW
ffit
1 90-j
- cr. MU 1.94 G WRITE 41011184'
leikAG1 
•
Clearies L,349SWEET L8.69 Lettuce 
 
Uc Pend Hakes PK6-413t
A EXCEL 12 OZ
LB. 1
'iI\\\ 1:11
A & P FROZEN Reg & King Size
Green Beans 4 PROS.9 $1 00 Cigarettes, Cm. ___ $2.62nFRENCH STYLE OZ
90Z$100 
IONAA & P FROZEN
Cut Green Beans Peas 
A & P FROZEN 4A 
' 
t‘ evt A & P GOLDEN
Fordhook limas ACC GZS I 1141 Corn 
A & P FROZEN
Baby Limas 
A100z OM
PROS . 
A & P FRENCH STYLE
Green Beans 
617 OZ.$1 00CANS ..5 17 041 00
CANS
5I6 0Z.$1 00CANS
Potato.) STRING PKGS. 
:1100 
JUMBO ROLLS 
$ Northern Towels .3 ROLLS .SHOE 20 OZ$ 1°°
ICK-STIX FROZEN 4
ttn
49c
WITH THIS coupos
Goo. Only Al ASP Food Storm
Coupon Good Tho. SM., 1011 54
Roo Pd. Without Coup..
Limit I comp. hp Contemner
SAVE 19C
I POT PIES
$ 00
8 OZ
PIES
ApviliVicYlititilifilifilifi'Ap AP
- -
VAC-PAK
POWER'S COFFEE 79CAN
WITH THIS ColIPON
Good 0My Al A a P Food Storm
COUPon Good Thru 6.3 jut, 34
5. PH.. Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Pm
10016 BRAZILIAN I LB. BAG
EIGHT-OCLOCK 7
BEAN COFFEE
WITH THIS COUPON
Good CNN At ASP P1404 Now
Coupon Good Thru /uly 54
RN Pricy Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Cwt...
0
SO
4 FO
LAU
LAU
W 
L /A
PEA
LAURA
COO
DOE
111800000
LI
1
1118160.100
e2
ice a
ring
Ilona
Y.
66
••••••••6.
194
084
;94
I34
I.62
10°
100
1°°
110°
5th WEEK COUPONS RECEIVED IN MAIL GOOD
THIS WEEK. We give Double S &H Green Stamps
Every Wednesday. We reserve the right to limit
quantities. STORE HOURS  
OPEN ON SUNDAYS
P-3 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, July 22, 1971
CECIL'S
shoke,
NCH WHIP s:TI7CDORUEZNG Qt. jar 29c BACON ARMOURLIBERTY•
POTATOES CHIPS Twin Pack __ 49c
OLD JUDGE
COFFEE Lb. Can 89c
SACRAMENTO 
FROZEN FRESH
FRUIT COCKTAIL No. 2 V4.2 Can 39c CAT FISH Lb. 89cOSAGE FREESTONE FRESH FROZEN
PEACHES 3 - No. 2 th Cans $1.00 HENS Lb. 49c
PORK&BEANS.P rind: 8
 
can
300 111
VAN CAMP
HE IN
KETCHUP 20-oz. Bottle 39c
CHIEF CHUM
SALMON Tall Can 69c
MORRELL
PICNIC 3 Lb. Can $3.19
BACK STRIP
BACON Lb 19c
V4 PORK LOI ENDS &CENTERS. MIXED A90
ARMOUR SKINLESS"NA
 3 6 1/2
-oz cans $1.00 FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg. 55c
CALIFORNIA OLD FASHIONED
MACKEREL 4 Tall Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00 BOLOGNA (whole or half) Lb. 39c
TOWELS NORTHERN PAPER 3 JUMBOROOLS $1 BACON
WESSON TEXSUN
OIL 47-oz. Bottle 
 $1.18 ORANGE JUICE 46-oz. Can _ _ _ 49cSOLID 
SACRAMENTO TOMATO
OLEO 5 Lbs 
 1.00 JUICE 3 - 46-oz. Cans 
 1.00
EGGS
LIBERTY
4 GRADE 'A'
MED. 
DO Z
IbusirAsnor.drisrAinr .ffir ANFAsr.asusrAmirAw
RON
MILK MAID
SMOKED SLAB
LIBERTY - PIMENTO
CHEESE 
 Lb. 99c
BAR B OUE
Lb. $1.79PORK 
FRONTIER
SLICED RINDLESS
BACON (whole or half slab) Lb. 29c
FRESH
NECK BONES Lb. 25c
BISCUITS
PILLSBURY 3 8-oz. 2cans
IrolIVAIIIVAIKAPIKAKIIIIIK/AMKAIFIEFAIIAEVAIF
LL 98B.0._ ut, L Shank
Wortion 1b.63 Portion lb. 
A 4.7n
m.w•ArAr.dwAsr.arAorm-AP-Ar-ArArAirArmAr-Av.iw 411
SHOULDER SWISS
lb.390
STEAK Lb. 79c
 Lb. 69c
FRESH
PORK CUTLETS
STEAK HAMSSOUTHERN BELLE
TENDER SMOKEDU.S. CHOICE
ROUND
U.S. GOVERNMENT•MOTHER'S BES•T 5 LB 419--#F. BAG INSPECTEDGRADE '4' LB.
FLOUR 25 Lb. Bag 
 
$1.89
HONEY SUCKLE
MEAL 5 Lb. Bag 49c
STAR KIST
TUNA Chunk Style 6
 1,4oz can 39c
DISTILLED
VINEGAR GALLON Jag
 55c
BONELESS
RUMP ROAST 
 
 
Lb. $1.19
BONELESS
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST Lb. ,1.19.1
CHICKEN BREAST Lb. 59c
CHICKEN LEGS (Whole) Lb. 49c
BACKS and NECKS Lb. 15c
WINGS Lb. 29c
DRINKS COKES 28-oz.PEPSI 32-oz.7 - UP -32-oz.DR. PEPPER  32-oz.
SOFTEX BATH ROOM 4
 090
TISSUE ROLLS I°
REAL LEMON
JUICE 16-oz. 39i, s PIE SHELLS Pkg. of 23 Pkgs. $1.00foilINKT ES 4 r2.8 $ 1
59tBOTTLE 25 CHUCK ROAST U.S.CHOICECHUCKFIRST CUT LB
COFFEE
FOLGER'S
WITH COUPON 1 LB 6
(limit- 1) CAN
TISSUE
PET RITZ TRADE WINDS BREADED
FISH STICKS Lb.
TRADE WINDS
HUSH PUPPIES P
FRIES PIES ORANGEFROZEN FRENCH GRADEN DELIGHT
(LIMIT-3)
JUICE2901sFERAOTESWN EET
12-oz2 $CanMORTON'S CREAMAir.ar ,APIAmor.sr.arm,-ArivArAw ..w.dv.iwAraur.w.dr41vAr.awrAwAkair-ArAltdrmar.ar. Air405, 4 ,44
CHARMIN
LB
BAG
4B°LLS
 
450 LOPES HOME GROWNVINE RIPEN FOR
LAURA LYNN
CRACKERS 29c
LAURA LYNN VANILLA
WAITERS Bag
 
ne
L M PEANUT
PEANUTBUTTER 2 Lb. Jar 99c
LAURA LYNN
COOKIES 3 Boxes $1.00
TURNER'S
ICE MILK 
KRAFT TASTY
LOAF
STRONG HEART
2 lb
BOX
THOMPSON SEEDLESS
4k GRAPES Lb. 69c
ni" BING
771' CHERIE'S Lb. 69c
DOG FOOD 16-oz. Can 
 
10c
TRAIL BLAZER
DOG RATION 25 Lb. Bag $2.19
RED
HOME GROWN
TOMATOES Lb. 19c
FRESH
PURPLE HULL PEAS Lb. 19c
FRESH
POTATOES 10 Lb. Bag 79c CORN 5 Ears 29c
YELLOW IDAHO BAKING
ONIONS 3 Lb. Bag 39c POTATOES Lb. 19cDOUBLE S & 11 STAMPS ON WEDNESDAYS DOUBLE S & H STAMPS ON WEDNESDAYS DOUBLE S & H STAMPS ON WEDNESDAYSCECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
L& M
TEA BAGS 48 CT 39c
THIS COUPON WORTH 30c
No other purchase necessary
Limit- 1 Coupon Per Family
Weld After July V, 1171)
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON
SALAD DRESSING a Jar _ _ 29c
COUPON WORTH 40c
With this coupon and $7.50 additional pur•
chase. Exc. Tab, and Dairy Products.
(Vold Ahoy July 27, 1271)
CECIL'S LIBERTY COUPON CECIL'S LIB
Armour Star Sliced Folger's
BACON Lb. Pkg. 39c COFFEE 1 Lb. Can _ _ _ _ _ 69c
With this coupon no other purchase necessary
COUPON WORTH 30c
(Vold After July 27,1971)
with this coupon and $5.00 additional
chase. Exc. Tob. and Dairy products.
Limit- 1 Coupon Per Family
(V 9
PuT-
/I/
AREA CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Fairgrounds Stadium Non City, Tenn
AUGUST 1 - 8SERVICES 8 P.M. NIGHTLY
`All-Out Community Attack' Can Meet Needs Of Problem Drinkers
MURRAY, Ky., —Can-
flirting moralistic attitudes and
factional disagreements create
almost insurmountable barriers
00 affective social planning for
the treatment needs of alcoholics
and problem drinkers in most
American communities, the Ken-
tucky School of Alcohol Studies
was told here today.
Speaking on possible commun-
ity approaches to alcohol prob-
lems, Mrs. Laura E. Root, di-
rector of the National Alcohol-
ism Training Program for pro-
fessionals in the Social Science
Institute of Washington Univer-
sity, St. Louis, said:
It's Easy! Keep STOCKADE
FLY CONTROL BLOCKS
available for your cattle
through-out the fly season.
As cattle eat, the phenothiazine included in
Stockade Blocks passes harmlessly through the
digestive system remains active in the
fresh droppings where flies lay their eggs 
and kills the larvae when the eggs hatch.
There's no easier way to keep flies from pester-
ing your cattle. Feed Stockade Fly Control
Blocks. THEY'RE GREAT!
on
One TOUCtl
KEG. PM ore RE PRICE  Sewing!
Newest Touch & Sew* sewing machine with
carrying case One touch-you switch from
straight to zig-zag. Sew 7 stretch stitches, too
We have a credit plan designed to tit mg budget.
Fulton Singer Sewing Center
701 Broadway S.Fulton, Tenn
IA TnIdeettme ef THE SINGER COMPANY
ALL 100% POLYESTER KNITS IN
THE STORE— ARE GOING AT
$3.88 YARD
This is 60 inches wide and includes all spring
and summer knits plus new FALL knits that
are arriving daily
Large 5,000 -Yard Assortment Al
44c YARD
Dicludes dotted swiss, Windjammer, 100%
Rayon, Polyester and cotton shirt striping,
'ban River permanent press, Charter fabrics
and many others.
A Singer Zig-Zag Sewing Machine
Will Be Given Away July 3111.
REGISTER NOW!
FULTON SINGER SEWING CENTER
701 Broadway South Fulton, Tann.
Your one-stop sewing center
"Community level solutions
f o r social ,problems resulting
from the use of alcohol have
been Inadequate and for the
most part, are not sufficiently
comprehensive in scope.
"This is largely because," she
continued, "disagreements be-
tween the traditional abstients
and the wet groups as well as
the factionalism which generally
C.C. Yates of Tiptonville hat
been named executive director of
the Northwest Tennessee!
Pconomic Development Council
which is headquartered at
liverett-Stewart Airport.
Mr. Yates, who has served as
assistant director for four and
e-half years, succeeds Bob
'Brandon who resigned to accept a
paeition as director of the newly-
firmed economic development
district which covers a nine-
apunty area
The appointment of Mr. Cates
vais a unanimous move by the
Marthwest Tennessee Economic
Development Council's board of
directors
lite council is a branch of the
(Alice of Economic Opportunity
sill serves five counties - - Obion,
Lake, Dyer, Weakley and Henry.
A study by the United Nathan
shows thak if present treads
continue. the world 's present
population of 31 billion will
double by the veer 2006.
—PLUS _____
1932:“The
Moonshine
Warr, "-
lun.. Mon.. Tues.. Wec
July 25-26-27-28
IPlay Boy Late ShowSaturday Night
At 11:15 p. m.
Adults Only 18 yrs.
I D Required
AU Seats $1.50
HE CONQUERED THE
HILLS, PIECE BY PIECE
r-
IARRY NOVAK PRESENTS
Stain's' COLOR MUM suite
DICK DONOVAN'• JOHNNY ROCCO
5000FF1CIE iNTERNATIOMAL PICTURE
MONO
occurs among the various pro-
fessionals working in the field."
As a result, most community
endeavors to develop workable
solutions to alcoholism and
drinking problems are threaten-
ed before they begin, Mrs. Root
said.
"Therefore, millions of alcohol-
ics have remained outside of
treatment either because their
alcoholism is defined 'as 'self-
indulgent' or because the pro-
fessionals are unable to decide
whether they are physically,
emotionally or culturally ill, or
whether it is an illness, a symp-
tom or no problem at all," she
continued.
An "all-out community attack"
can meet the care and treat-
ment needs of alcoholics and pro-
blem drinkers in any area in
America, Mrs. Root said, pro-
vided "you know what makes
the community tick, who the
community powers are, and bow
to work with these people and
the resources available."
There are nine million alcohol-
ics in the United States, the 180
professional and laymen attend-
ing the week-long school at Mur-
ray State University were told
by Mrs. Root.
"There are addicting at- the
rate of 2,000 more a year," she
said, "so we are not going to
run out of alcoholics. There al-
ways will be enough to go
around.
"The Important thing is that
we try to do something to help
them, irregardless of the tech-
niques or the approach used."
Other speakers on Thursday's
program included:
Kenneth Eaton, ssaistant chief
of the Division of Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism with the National
Institute of Mental Health, Chevy
Chase,Md.; Daniel B. Howard,
deputy commissioner for region-
al services with the Kentucky
Department of Mental Health;
Vashti I Cain, former consultant
In alcohol and narcotic education
with the Mississippi State De-
partment of Education, Jackson,
Miss.; and Dr. Joe F. Sills, an
associate professor with the De-
panment of Community Health
at the University of Kentucky
Medical Center, Lexington.
Dr. Dale Faradee, Kentucky
commissioner of Mental Health,
was the scheduled speaker for
the Thursday evening banquet.
wall>
Whirlpool air conditioner
BIG COOL
• Rye Yelp. — giant unit CAW C001 • pig room or
*metal rnet ease • COMFORT GumaD. control
heipe maintain the comfort range you select •
2-spiteci Mn • Easy installation • Quiet ope,a-
lion • Washable litter • 11 000 PTO AHASkotts-
01. capacity
This week only!
ALSO 23, 000 BTU - REG. '338.00 SALE 298`"0
REG. 8.88
VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE
For skin dried out by wea-
ther, housework or harsh
detergents. Non
-greasy..
Dry skin feels better fast.
150z.Sizewith dispenser.
1:1 I L
TREATMENT
Kee so sOul
OIL
For a beautiful tan use Tanya
the suntan lotion with coco-
nut oil and cocoa butter.
EVERYONE WELCOME
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SCHOOLS
The state Department of
Education has initiated a long-
range study of the Minimum
Foundation Program, the 15-
year-old program through
which the state finances its
Public schools. The study will
take three years and will cover
17 topical areas in the field of
education. The study's recom-
menditions will be ready for
the 1974 General Assembly.
205 Bird Species
Counted In Florida
NEW YORK — Bird watchers
of Cocoa Beach, Fla., reported
The longest list in the Audubon
Society's annual Christmas Moll
NOM, noting 205 species
*Ielr area. The watchers in tie
Big Shot is Polaroid's lowest priced
color camera. It's called Big Shot be-
cause. it..talrenuanlii.,Ozul)
Ikt.cthe klol'illefnig
and it develops- irrir,min
to use!
Kodak Instamatic
X-15 the camera
that takes flash
pictures without
flash batteries. In-
cludes: CX126-12
Kodacolor F Ilm
Cartridge, Attractive
camera pouch case,
Smile saver pocket
picture album, and 3
Sylvania Blue Dot
Magicubes which
take 12 flash pictures
88 Holds the cold longer,
means less ice; more
usable storage. Color'
fast, chip, scuff,
REG. 11.95 scratch resistant.
30 quart capacity.
MODEL
5285-700
Heavy-gauge aluminum pan
with 'Teflon II inside. Oven-
proof handle. Dishwasher safe.
OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE UNION CITY, TENN
STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM
For lanterns,
campstoves,
and catalytic
hea tars.
REG. 1.22
[So MUCH. . .
>for so LITTLE...
******.****
On1y 51 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I
- 
-.1
FOR SALE Nice six room
house and bath. Hardwood and
in-laid linoleum on two floors.
Call 472-1091.
CLAILIMED1DS
'ArNT %/Ketcham. crutrhes
and other coovaleseent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG ICS Laeit. Fulton, KY
WHY PINCH PENNUIS when
you con earn dollarsaelling
guaranteed Avon products? And
it is easy to get started right in
your own community. Call now
or write: Margaret Taylor, Box
1022, Paducah, 1(y. 42001,
Phone 895-2708.
FOR SAUE 1971 Singer Zlg-
Zay„ used only 3 months. like
new. Buttonholes, sews on but-
tons, and fancy designs. $29.50
casts or terms. Write S. S.
Pruitt, Box 165, kliton.
SLEEPING ROOMS for rent.
Private bath. Call 472-3338.
, .
Americans spew out ME
for service and maks to ap-
pliances in their home every
year.
PAI
SALE
Fur otg.
HOUSE PAINT
<$1 aim
Mairtin's
,
IORNI II
111.0" /•11
PRIRTS
NEW
P6trintra
SAV
$317
GALLON
MPG. SUGGESTED PRICE $8.15
SALE $
RICE
98
GALLON
FLAT OIL HOUSE PAINT
GIVES YOU MORE 4 WAYS
1. Exceeds Fed. Spec. for Resistanceto blistering
and Peeling.
2. Contains it's own primer even on new wood
3. 1-coat of white covers black solid.
Nunn Wants To
Pay Last Toll
On State Bridge
FRANKFORT. Ky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn says he will
try for removal of the toll on
a bridge over the Ohio River
between Portsmouth, Ohio, and
South Shore, Ky.
Nunn told a delegation of Ohio
and Kentucky residents Thurs-
day that, "I'd like nothing bet-
ter than to pay the last toll (on
the bridge) before I leave of-
fice in December."
He said he favored removing
the toll if an agreement could
be reached with the state of
Ohio and if funds are available.
The residents claim Ohio has
not used all the tolls collected
on the bridge to pay off its cost
and, instead, has diverted some
of the money to other uses. An
audit seeking to determine
whether that is true is now un-
der way.
Nunn said he would direct his
highway officials to talk with
their Ohio counterparts to de-
termine, first, how much author-
ity the Ohio Highway Depart-
ment has and what can be done
about the bridge. The bridge It-
self is under the Ohio Bridge
Authority, an autonomous body.
Asked if he thought action
should be held up until the audit
was completed, Nunn comment-
ed: "There is no use to delay.
Some way can be worked out if
both sides will approach the.
problem on the basis of sincere
negotiation aimed at freeing the
bridge."
Nunn suggested as an alterna-
tive that Ohio and Kentucky pay
off the remaining $1 million in-
debtedness on the bridge and
then maintain it jointly as a toll-
free facility.
A survey has shown that 80 to
85 per cent of the bridge tolls
are paid by Kentuckians.
People who sit up late
at night rarely ever get up
early in the mornings.
WANTED!
Cub WI& Poore Tins
4,e‘
Atim
TIRES TRUED
a ", •4. loee on easy —Gal. covers up to 50 "ui. ft. "
SA ISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK
S. P. MOORE ft COMPANY
14 & souse Falios. rem
"vrarns AUG
City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line
Fulton - Pb. 47P4741
CLOSING
 OUT
ALL
WALLPAPER
AT 1/2 PRICE 
PAINT SALE
ALL PAINTS
10% 10 50%
DISCOUNT
Exchange Firniture Company
207 Commercial AT*. 472-1533
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INTRODUCING:
DISCOUNT DRUGS
SENLOR CITIZENS
EXTRA DISCOUNT PLAN
Save An Extra 10% Off Super D's Everyday
Low Discount Price On Prescriptions. No
Cost Or Obligation.
IF YOU ARE 60 YEARS OF AGE OR OVER YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR SUPER D's
SENIOR CITIZENS EXTRA DISCOUNT PLAN. SUPER D RECOGNIZES THAT
MANY OF OUR SENIOR CITIZENS ARE FORCED TO LIVE ON LIMITED INCOMES
SUCH AS SOCIAL SECURITY AND PENSIONS. AND ALSO TAKE
REGULARLY PRESCRIBED MEDICATION. THIS COMBINATION RESULTS IN
A TIGHT BUDGETARY SQUEEZE FOR MANY ELDER CITIZENS. MEMBERSHIP
IN SUPER D's PLAN ALLOWS SENIOR CITIZENS AN EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT
OFF SUPER D's ALREADY LOW PRICES ON PRESCRIPTIONS. IF YOU ARE 60
OR OVER JOIN NOW AND SAVE.
'DO NOT BE MISLED.
A discount on an overpriced prescription means you stir
overpay. The Super D Senior Citizens Extra 10% Discount
comes off Super D's everyday rock-bottom prescription prices.
You never overpay at Super D.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SENIOR CITIZENS EXTRA DISCOUNT PLAN
,
DISC (NINI (JR(
(PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE)
Please send me with no cost or obligation my membership card for your
Senior Citizens Extra Discount Plan.
MISS
MR 
 MRS 
STREET ADDRESS 
 
STREET ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
 
CITY STATE ZIP
DATE OF BIRTH 
 DATE Of BIRTH 
SOCIAL SECURITY NO 
 
SOCIAL SECURITY NO 
SIGNATURE 
 
SIGNATURE 
(I attest the above information is true) (I attest the above information is true)
DATE 
 DATE 
Mail application to: Super 0 Discount Plans, 1700 Dunn Ave., Memphis, Tenn 38106an ma no um us um MN um mom mum on NE en um um we In ma nop sin on mmmmm so im Om imi ow me mull
(CLIP AND MAIL TO SUPER D TODAY)
LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY
CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAILLING STREET
UNION CITY, TENN.
PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY tin SATURDAYWE RESERVE THE RICH, TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY
Fulton. Ky. Thursday, July 22, 1971 Page 6
SIRLOIN
LB.
 —
U.S. CHOICE
STEAK994
• -
PLUS
STAMPS,STAMPS
RIB
LB.
0.111MM -  -
, U.S. CHOICE
STEAK
:LAITY
STAMPS
CLUB
LB. $1
U.S. CHOICESTEAK
09
_ 
.
QUALITYSTAMPSPLUS 
 
- -
GROUND
-, 
- o -
U.S. CHOICE
CHUCK
LB. 890 PLUSQUALITY
BREAST Lb. 59c
.
- BACKS Lb. 15c REELFOOT (Wholio or Half - Stab, FRESH
NECK BONES Lb. 19c
,LEGS & THIGHS Lb. 39c NECKS Lb. 10c SLAB BACON 
•
Lb. 45c
GIZZARDS- Lb. 49c THIGHS Lb. 49c
......____
FR ESH LEAN BONELESS
PORK CUTLETS Lb. 79cLEGS Lb. 69c - WINGS Lb. 23c PORK RIBS
iNIM•Ii•
Lb. 69c
0i
LAKE BRAND (Whol• or Half Stick)
BOLOGNA Lb. 39c
- 
.... ...
HOT DOG
FRANKS 2 Lb. Pkg.  $1-19
PORK QUARTER
LOIN SLICED Lb. 69c
DIXIE
BACON 2 Lb. Pk'.89c
• . .
SMOKED
6
AVERAGE
QUALITY
to 8 #
LB.
WEDNESDAY
REELFOOT
DOUBLE
4
ON
PICNICS
94
STAMPS
Plus
,;r2amliptys
EXCLUDING
PRODUCTS.
F
LIQUID
AND
ILY
SMOKE
LB.
ADDIT.
WITH
GIANT
$5.00
MILK
LIMIT
T TAKES
BY
294
PURCHASE
AND
1 COUPON
-THE
THIS
SIZE
TOBACCO
A $10.00
-PIECE
JOWL
PLUSQUALITY
STAMPS
COUPON
IVORY
22 oz.
BOTTLE
PER
PURCHASE TO GET 85
. REELFOOT-HOUSIER-VALLEY
. SLICED
100
WITH
AT
LUDING
LIMIT
uo
LB.
QUALITY
$5,00
E.W.
WITH
PURCHASE
JAMES
MILK
1 COUPON
LISTEDVITOS:1517
594
FREE'
&
THIS
AND
& SONS SO.
TOBACCO
PER FAMILY.
BACON
...Plus
Quality
Stamps
COUPON
STAMPS
THIS COUPON
FULTON, EXC-
PRODUCTS.
PrilcirAsET
FINE
LB.
-FOR
FAT
DOUI3LE
-SEASONING
294BACKPI"Quality
Stamps
QUALITY
ON
STAMPS
WEDNESDAY
ALPO - 303 CANS
DOG FOOD Beef Chunks 303 Size 29c
SWIFT'S
ARCTICmop .....
.
POPS 10 Ct. 3k
MERIT
SALTINES 1 Lb. Box 29c
,EsoRcHasEs
ASSORTED MIXES
PY-O-MY Asst. Mixes Box I0c
E. W. JAMES
TEA
___. .
1/2 Lb. Box 59c
BUSH'S
BAKED BEANS 303 Size  23c
HART'S
LIMA BEANS 303 Size 2 Cans 35c
STOK ELY'S
ORANGE GATORADE Of. Bottle 41c_
GRADE
DO Z .
A SMALL
EGGS
ZlijAIITYSTAMPS29c
JACK4
SWEEPSTAKES
MACKERAL
16 oz. $1
ANCS 
-
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS S
TOMATOES
16
303
CSAN' 
—
STEELE'S
oz.
SIZE
$1
-
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
GRAPE
18
FOR
KRAFT
oz.
JELLY
$1
Plus
Quality
Stamps
6 PACK
SIP SACK 5k
VAN. COMP
TUNA 6 3/4-oz. 41c
KAL KAN -300 SIZE
DOG FOOD Chicken
...-
& Beef 31c
LIBBY'S
VIENNA SAUSAGE4-oz.Can 4 for $1.00
STOKELY'S
4ispin......0.amparamo-
BEETS
PINK
16
CAN
oz.
303 Size
ANGLER
SALMON79
7 Cans
4 PLUSQUALITY
STAMPS
—..olo -
$1.00
-
L & M
INSTANT COFFEE 10-oz. Jar __ 99c
STOKELY'S
TOMATO SAUCE 8-oz. Can 9 for $1.00
STOKELY'S
SWEET PICKLES 22-oz. Jar 59c____
STICK
5
AIM a-
MAR,BEL
OLEO
LBS. $1
• IMP - Ina 0 III•.-
Plus
QualitY
Stamps
-
STOKELY'S
TOMATO3 20 oz.
FOR
CATSUP
$ 1 Plus
Quality
Stamps
SHORTENING
L13.C 
RICHTEX
694'Plus
.Quality
stamps
OEM MO
9 LIVES - S CANS
CAT FOOD 61/2-ox. Can ____ WM
UMW
LIPTON L & M
- ..---_ 0 _ -1111•11-11111.1 - _1111•111.....4....
TRAIL BLAZER
DOG FOOD 25 Lb. Bag $2.49TEA BAGS 16 ct. Flo thru 27c PEANUT BUTTER 3 Lb. Jar _ _ $1.21
EXTRA
RED
PURPLE
SWEET
ONIONS
. FRESH
LB.
-SHELLED
HULL
594
Lb.
PEAS
lk
STOKELY'S
SOUR PICKLES 22-oz. Jar 3k
CONTADINA
COOKBOOK SAUCES 15-oz. Can 39c
WASHINGTON STATE
WINESAP APPLES  Lb.25c 
s.
NO. 1 HOME
CANTALOUPES3
GROWN
FOR $1
JUMBO
WATERMELONS
ICE-COLD
894 81 UP
I BUTTER
FRESH
79
-SHELLED
BEANS
4
DOUBLE
nits AD GOOD THURSDAY JULY 22nd THRU WEDNESDAY
EN W JAMES
• •
JULY 28th,1971
''-'' SONS ,,,f
.
DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
OUALITY
WEDNESDAY
STAMPS
ON
.
Lit 
"MAXI
-SAVINGS" . rcr SUPERMIMNET
WE (UWE THE RIGHT TO 1.1sgulT VulleIllES aa
WEDNESDAY
